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(Going home
Colts make deal for
Atlanta's #1 NFL pick
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Moving on

A little late

Two Lady Racers make
OVC tennis finals

Company sends wrong TV listings;
Guide to be printed Monday
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By ALLEN G. BREED
Assoclalad Prom Writer

Showers likely
Saturday showers likely
with a chance of thunderstorms. High around 70. Wind
becoming west 5 to 10 mph.
Likelihood of rain 70 percent.
Saturday nigh( Partly cloudy
with the low in the lower 50s.
Sunday sunny and mild. High
in the lower 70s.
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WORLD

NATIONAL

ANCHORAGE, Alaska — The enraged bear that chased two
brothers down a hill after they poked around its den was brought down
by their father, but many Alaskans apparently think the brothers nearly
got what was coming to them.
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands — The Anne Frank Museum, which
includes the cramped attic in which her family hid from the Nazis, will
expand to accommodate surging popularity among tourists.
VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. — The Kremlin tightened its vise on Lithuania
by expanding its energy embargo to other products, and Soviet troops
stormed a printing plant and beat at least 13 people, Lithuanians said.
ISLAMORADA, Fla. — President Bush is giving Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev a few more days to loosen the economic noose the
Kremlin is tightening around breakaway Lithuania before the United
States moves to respond.
NEW YORK — The largest securities fraud case in Wall Street history will end next week if a federal judge approves a reported pleabargain agreement by former junk-bond financier Michael Milken.

STATE
FRANKFORT — Most of Kentucky's school districts will probably
have to increase taxes in order to meet new education financing standards and get all of the money available from the state.
FRANKFORT — A defense attorney in the upcoming theft trial of
Agriculture Commissioner Ward "Butch" Burnette says he has a surprise witness that could throw the case upside down.
PRESTONSBURG — The federal black-lung benefits program
serves just a small fraction of disabled coal miners and should be
scrapped unless Congress overhauls it, a congressional panel was told.
FRANKFORT — An increase in Kentucky income withholding will
take effect two months sooner than the General Assembly requested
after a change made by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
FRANKLIN — Where the central Kentucky border dips south to
steal a chunk of land from Tennessee, thoroughbred racing has quietly
begun siphoning the southern neighbor's dollars.

SPORTS
LOS ANGELES — The possible role that college athletics played
in medical care for Hank Gathers, the Loyola Marymount star who collapsed at a game and died, could form the key issue in a $32.5 million
wrongful death lawsuit brought by Gathers' family.
OAKLAND, Calif. — Ken Phelps, as it turned out, was the last man
that Brian Holman wanted to see as the last man standing between him
and a perfect game.
INDIANAPOLIS — The Indianapolis Colts are betting their $15
million gamble on quarterback Jeff George will pay off with a Super
Bowl.

BUSINESS

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Earth Day
speeches will ring hollow after a
legislative session that failed to
tackle environmental problems plaguing Kentucky, some environmental groups said Friday.
"I agree With Earth Day and I'll

NBC's 'Unsolved
Mysteries' show
to feature story
of Childress baby
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — A
crew from NBC-TV's Unsolved
Mysteries will begin filming Monday on a segment that will deal
with the disappearance of Marlena
Childress, who was 4 when she
was reported missing April 16,
1987.
Her mother, Pam Bailey, told
police the child was abducted from
their Union City, Tenn., home.
Two months later, Ms. Bailey
signed a confession stating that she
struck Marlena accidentally and
that the child fatally hit her head.
Ms. Bailey was charged with murder, but the case has been inactive
because of what prosecutors called
insufficient evidence, a tainted
confession.
Her attorney, Wayne Emmons,
held a news conference in June
1987 to announce that Ms. Niley
had recanted her confessio
Kathleen Cromley, tv gment
(Cont'd on

page

2)

participate, but I would like to have
seen as much attention given to the
legislative session," said Patty
Wallace of Louisa, chairwoman of
Kentuckians
for
the
Commonwealth.
"I feel it (the session) would
have made a much bigger impact
on the environment, because that is
where we're going to get our,

help," she said in an interview.
"And we didn't get any help."
Wallace said her group was particularly upset with the General
Assembly's failure to pass a bill to
give local solid-waste districts greater Control over incinerators and
landfills.
Wallace also said some groups
and companies have tainted Earth

Library announces plans for Spring Pot Pourri
The Calloway County Library
has announced plans for its Spring
Pot Pourri, an event which as been
sponsored by the library for the
past nine years to showcase the
creative talents of local individuals.
The Pot Pourri takes place this
year on Saturday, May 5, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m., and it spreads beyond the walls of the library and the
arts annex to the walkways and
back garden.
According to Gerry Reed, the

library liaison for the community
project, the Pot Pourri is more than
a celebration of the arts.
"It is a celebration of the quality
of life we all strive for," she said,
"and of the creativity that is within
all of us."
As the name conveys, the oneday festival includes a little of
everything. As in previous years,
there will be an art and photography exhibit, music and theater performances, craft demonstrations

and display booths.
Several items will again be
offered for sale, including some
artwork, desserts from the South
Murray Homemakers, home-baked
bread contributed by library volunteers and the library's own pot
pourri itself, a mixture of dried
flowers and spices kept for fragrance, "home-brewed" for the
event by Evelyn Wallis.
The list of entertainment already
scheduled for the day clearly indi-

Bronco buster!

cates the breadth in type and the
multi-generational nature of the
performing talent established in
Murray. performances range from
the "twinkles" of young Suzuki
musicians to the vigorous rock &
roll of the Wrack Band, with high
school students Daniel Cohen, Matt
Lawson and Eric Niffenegger, to
the tight old-style harmonies of the
Lyrical Ladies of the Library, with
(Cont'd on page 2)

MSU 7,482 spring
enrollment figure
is second highest
in school history
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

(Cont'd on page 2)

These engines, a novelty today, were once a primary source of power on the farm. Visit Empire Farm at
Land Between The Lakes on May 5 and 6 for a return to the days of engine power and see the beauty of
these restored "work horses" of yesterday. TVA photo by Denise Schmittou.

NEW YORK — Former junk bond financier Michael Milken has
agreed to plead guilty to six felonies and pay $600 million in penalties
to settle the largest securities fraud case in history.
BOSTON — Norton Co., fighting a hostile $1.6 billion takeover
bid, says it received a better buyout offer but did not accept th.?. proposal because it was trying to line up investors who would buy a minority stake in Norton.
STAMFORD, Conn. — The Providence Journal Co. says it will sell
its cellular telephone business to GTE Corp. for $710 million and use
the money to improve and expand its media operations.
WASHINGTON — The government posted its largest monthly
budget deficit on record in March — a $53.34 billion imbalance.
WASHINGTON — More Japanese than American companies
ranked among the top 10 recipients of U.S. patents in 1989, the Commerce Department says.

Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports

Day ceremonies this weekend by
their assistance in organizing
events.
A Wilkinson administration official countered that strides were
made in protecting the environment
during the recently completed legislative session.

Back in time
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Earth Day: meaningful fest or empty celebration?

SATURDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
xibifr
,oz

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 21. 1990

A high school participant in the 38th annual Future Farmers of America Field Day takes a ride on the
mechanical bull at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center Friday. High school students from
31 schools and three states participated in the field day, hosted by the department of agriculture at Murray State University. Dr. Durwood Beatty, professor of agronomy at MSU, said there were 1,056 students
in attendance.
Staff

photo by Todd 0 Rasa
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Murray State University's 1990
spring enrollment of 7,482 is the
second highest in its history.
That final headcount submitted
by the Office of Admissions and
Records to the Kentucky Council
of Higher Education is 28 fewer
than the spring semester record of
7,510 in 1976 and up 4.4 percent
from the spring 1989 enrollment
of 7,166.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions.
pointed to three other 1990 spring
statistics that he said reflect the
favorable fall enrollment trend and
provide a good foundation for the
next few semesters.
— Undergraduate headcount of
6,269 surpassed the previous
record of 6,061 in 1969.
— Full-time enrollment of 5,625
is second only to the 5.924 in
1969.
— FTE (full-time equivalent) of
6,004 is second only to the 6,201
FTE in 1969.
"These figures indicate the same
pattern of enrollment increases at
the undergraduate level that we had
in the fall of 1988," he said, "and
that gives us reason to be ootimis(Cont'd on

page

2)
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Exchange agreement signed
Three candidates
for Curris Center
director scheduled
for interviews

Dr. Alain Kkginsinger (center), dean of the Lincoln International Business School in Paris, France, signs
agrtement that provides for the exchange of students and faculty with Murray State University. With
an
himal
too representatives of Murray State, Dr. James L. Booth, acting president, and Celia Wall, acting
director of the Center for International Programs. The agreement will be presented to the Murray State
board of regents for approval at its spring meeting.

Pot Pourri.
(Cont'd from page 1) ,>
Louise Weatherly, Eddie Mae Outland, Dorothy Norris and Oneida
White.
In keeping with the 20th
anniversary year of Earth Day, the
festival organizers have chosen this
year to focus on the enivronment,
selecting the theme "Celebrating
Our Environment: It Needs All of
Us." There will be information
available on recycling, resource
conservation and healthy lifestyles,
plus a natural foods booth for sampling and a booth with herb and
plant seedlings offered for sale.
Sally Mills, who has undertaken
to organize the environmental display, says that individuals will be
invited to pledge their commitment
to care for the earth and its
resources.
The library is also helping to
foster environmental awareness
through its poster contest for third
and fourth grade students, which is
coordinated by teachers Ann Perrin
and Kay Greer. The posters, which
will be on display in the library
throughout the month of May, are

to be in the form of kites and illustrate the theme, "Clean Air for a
Better Earth."
The activity is not competitive:
the winner will be selected through
a blind draw of names.
Central to the Pot Pourri festival
is the arts, crafts and photography
exhibit. Selected artworks will also
be shown in the library throughout
the month of May.
The exhibit is prepared in con-

'Mysteries'.
(Cont'd from page 1)
producer, said the first few days
will be spent in Union City to film
interviews with various people in
the investigation. She said there
will be no filming of scenes, such
as at the home, and crews will not
visit Mayfield, where Ms. Bailey
now lives.
Actual re-creations of the story
will be shot in Memphis during the
second week, she said.
More than 300,000 posters were

L.A. Optical
•Contacts •Designer Eyeivear
'Optical Accessories •Ray-Ban
Nellie Lewis, Owner/Operator
Open 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
753-8641
310 N. 12th
Time Square

VISA

junction with the annual competition sponsored by the library for
adults and students age 13-18. Local artist and craftspeople are
invited to compete for prizes in
several areas. All submitted works
are on display at the library
throughout the festival.

Three candidates for director of
the Curris Center at Murray State
University are scheduled to be on
campus next week for a series of
interviews and meetings with top
campus administrators, faculty,
staff and students.
The candidates and the date each
is expectd to be at Murray State
are:
—Jayne P. Culp, director of
Lowry Student Center and student
activities at the College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio, Apil 24.
—Jim Bauer, director of campus
recreation and interim director of
the Curris Center at MSU, April
25.
—Joanne C. Truitt, assistant
dean of students and director of
student activities at the Catholic
University of America, Washington, D.C., April 27.
An open forum is planned from
3 to 4:15 p.m. in the Thoroughbred
Room of the Curris Center for each
candidate's visit and members of
the university and local communities are invited to attend.
The new director is expected to
begin duties July 1.

8 MSU staffers
to be honored
during ceremony

More information on the art
competition is available at the Calloway County Public Library.

By

Berry
Craig

The wild onion is all moms'enemy
but it can be useful in recipes
It's a tough-as-nails bespoiler ot spnng lawns. Moms scorn it as a
smelly stainer of kids bluejean knees and shirtsleeves.
Gardeners fight back with vengeful gouging and grubbing or with
chemical warfare. Moms dump in detergent, switch on the washer and
hope for the best.
Grimly determined is this weed — the wild onion. Folklorists say if
you can't beat it, eat it. Pioneers did.
The whitish bulbs and blue-green leaves of wild onions can be used in
salads or side dishes But beware: wild onions are stronger than garden
varieties. So a little dab will do you.
Anyone for glazed wild onions? The Nashville Metro Schools Outdoor
Recreation Department has a recipe:
— Two cups of wild onions, One cup of bouillon broth, A half-stick of
margarine, Two tablespoons of sugar.
Simmer the onions in the bouillon broth in a covered pan until they're
nearly tender. Drain all but three tablespoons of liquid before adding the
margarine and sugar.
Simmer uncovered for about 20 minutes, basting and gently stirring
occasionally. The onions may be served as a side dish.
According to Foxfire 2, wild onions can be chopped up and used to
flavor wild salads of dandelions, cress and other greenery.
Onion leaves and bulbs are fine for flavoring soups. Top bulbs can be
pickled.
The book suggested a wild onion-cress sauce. Start by gatheirng onions
and cress. Chop them finely and mix the onions and cress with vinegar
and a little sugar. Let the concoction stand several days before serving.
Pickling the tiny onions that form on the flowers seems simple. Just
gather some, put them in a jar with vinegar and add a spoonful of sugar.
The book said to allow several days for the pickling process.
Anybody for fried wild onions? "Cut wild onions into pieces, dip in
flour, fry in fat until brown," the book instructed.

A ceremony at Murray State
University to present eight Staff
Excellence Awards and to recognize 109 staff members for length
distributed nationwide offering a
$10,000 reward for the child's safe of service and five who are retiring
is scheduled for Tuesday, April 24.
return.
To begin at 10 a.m. in the audiTelephone hot lines were set up
at the Mayfield shoe repair shop of torium of the Wrather West KenMarlena's grandfather, LaWade tucky Museum, the program will
culminate with the announcement
Strickland.
please.
Strickland went to Florida last of the Staff Excellence Award win"When you expect little, and
ners by Acting President James. L.
year to do his own miniyou do little, I guess you're satisBooth.
investigation.
fied with little," he said. "The
Each recipient will be presented (Cont'd from page 1)
"It's disturbing that some envir- cabinet was noticeabl
a $500 cash award through the
y absent in
onmentalists would suggest that the some major battles in
program established by the board
this session,
1990 legislative session was any- and it took a dive
of regents in 1986. Two Staff
on some of
thing but an extraordinary session them."
Excellence Awards will be given in
in
terms of the environment," said
(Cont'd from page 1)
each of the four categories as repFitzGerald said the cabinet
John
Nichols, deputy secretary of didn't play a role in debates
resented in Staff Congress —
tic for the near future."
on
the Natural Resources Cabinet.
lowering industrial waste, whether
Bryan specifically called atten- secretarial/clerical; general; physi"Some 60 pieces of legislation industries should maintain insurtion to the FTE increase of 6.1 per- cal plant; and executive/
were
passed that positively affect ance to protect people exposed
cent from the FTE of 5,658 a year managerial/professional.
to
the environment," he said. "The toxic substances and on "the
Service pins and certificates will
ago.
publnumber of dollars that are a new ic's right to participate in
"Funding from the state is based be presented to membe:s of the
the landcommitme
nt to environmental pro- fill permitting process."
on FTE," he explained, "therefore staff who are observing 15, 20, 25
we are quite pleased to see that and 30 years of service. Those rec- tection in Kentucky total $80
But FitzGerald said Kentuckians
million."
ognized for 5 and 10 years of sermuch of an increase."
have reason to celebrate this Earth
Nichols said the new money for Day.
Noting that the number of high vice will receive certificates.
the next two years represents a 57
Members of the Staff Congress
school graduates is not increasing,
"They should be happy about
Bryan said a major reason for who will complete terms in that percent increase in environmental
the
fact that more and more Kenenrollment increases is an upsurge organization in June will be recog- spending, "far more than any time
tuckians
are standing up and
in
history."
nized
by Marie Jones, president.
in the college attending rate for
He also pointed to the establish- demanding a better quality in their
Dr. Ward B. Zimmerman, vice
high school graduates. In the five
years from 1984 to 1989, the rate president for finace and administra- ment of funds to provide loans and environment ... and a better quality
went from 45 percent to 56 tive services, will assist Booth in grants to local government to of officials to manage and steward
presiding during awards cereal:my. improve solid- and hazardous- those resources," he said.
percent.
Business and industry have been
waste disposal systems, and passage of measures to encourage the leaders in developing Kentucky's environmental policy, he said.
recycling.
But FitzGerald Said he's noticed a
Nichols said the 1990 session
was "not an environmental waste change.
"I think this session was their
of time. It was an environmental
miracle ... Anybody to label it as last hurrah," he said. "I don't
an environmental failure is blind to think the public is going to tolerate
it anymore. They're tired of
Koid Penner • Nlark Penner
the
facts."
Richard Warkentin
mediocrit
But
Tom
y."
FitzGeral
d,
759-4422
director
of
753-4227
the Kentucky Resources Council,
As for Earth Day, FitzGerald
said Nichols must be easy to said, it is not that important

Earth Day...

Enrollment...

Warkentin-Penner
Carpentry Company

Family-Size Pair!

WASHER & DRYER

GosprEL mEETING
This is your personal invitation to you and your friends to hear the simple,
unadorned Gospel of Jesus Christ, with the Bible as our only guide.

EXTRA
LARGE
CAPACITY

Be Sure to Hear
WASHER

DRYER
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heal off automatically.
• Separate start switch.
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FREE DELIVERY
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MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
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of Gustine, California
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Green Plain Church of Christ

Hickory Grove Church of Christ

Route 2, Box 212
Hazel, KY 42049
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April 27 - 29

Sunday Bible Study

10:00 a.m.

Friday - Saturday

7:30 p.m.

Sunday Morning

10:45 a.m.

Sunday Bible Class

9:00 a.m.

Sunday Evening

7:30 p.m.

Sunday Morning

10:00 a.m.
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Sunday Evening
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Hazardous Household Waste: what you can do

Residents urged to take the `Green Pledge'
Editor's note: This article is
one in the series called "Hazardous Household Waste: What you
can do," produced by the League
of Women Voters of Murray.
Calloway County as a part of the
Earth Day effort in our
community.

NoeIle Jedan kicking off Earth Week by collecting recyclable aluminum and milk cartons.

EARTH DAY 1990

GREEN PLEDGE

BECAUSE
our c4cenet today faces
severe erMronmento crises sual GS
global
worming.
roln
forest
devastation. growing world populcrtIon.
Ona water ona or pollution

BECAUSE
the planet's future
depencIS on Me commltment or
every notion, as wel as every
Indlvidual .

I PLEDGE TO DO MY SHARE IN SAVING THE PLANET
BY LETTING MY CONCERN FOR THE ENVIRONMENT SHAPE HOW I:
ACT:

I pledge to do my utmost to recycle, conserve energy, save water,
use efficient transportation, and try to adopt a lifestyle as if every
day were Earth Day.

PURCHASE

I pledge to buy and use only those products least harmful to the
environment. Moreover. I will do business with corporations that
promote global environmental responsibility.

VOTE:

I pledge to vote arid support those candidates who demonstrate
an abiding concern for the environment.

SUPPORT:

I pledge to support the passoge of local, stole and federal laws
and International treaties that protect the environment.
Earth Dcy1990 — Apra 22,1990

(Nor hairs)
LET EARTH DAY KNOW THAT YOU HAVE JOINED THOUSANDS Of OTHERS
IN TAXING THE GREEN PLEDGE'
Sicrionssi
Nome(Owls* pent)

.
Sic,

Za

Phone Number

Bush administration criticizes
Moscow's Lithuania crackdown
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — The
Bush administration criticized
Moscow's escalating crackdown on
Lithuania as "another unfortunate
step" Friday and said President
Bush would summon leaders of
Congress next week to discuss possible cetaliatory action.
The situation in the break away
Baltic republic darkened amid
reports that Moscow was blocking
food shipments after sharply reducing fuel supplies.
Witnesses in the capital city of
yilnius also said Red Army soldiers stormed into a printing plant
and beat civilian guards.
"We are increasingly concerned
by news reports today of an economic crackdown on Lithuania,"
White House Press Secretary Marlin Fitzwater said, accompanying
Bush on a political trip to Birmingham and Orlando.
Bush did not comment on the
matter.
"Although our information is
sketchy, we are disturbed that this
signals another unfortunate step in
the pressure being brought to bear
by the Soviet Union on Lithuania,"
Fitzwater said, reading from prepared remarks.
This statement represented a
toughening of the administration's
rhetoric intended to match the
increase in Soviet action and put
pressure on Moscow to relax
tension.
By delaying any U.S. response
until next week, Bush in effect
gave Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev a few more days to reconsider his tactics to force Lithuania
to drop its efforts to succeed from
the Soviet Union.

"We continue to urge the Soviet
Union to pursue a peaceful course
of dialogue in the hopes that this
matter can be resolved in a responsible manner," Fitzwater said.

RACEWAY AUTO SALES

753-9586

Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester

F

RIA T VALUES Only '1299

1982 Cutlass V-8

'2100

1980 Mustang

'1299

1985 Ford Escort

'2000

1983 Ford Escort

'1299
1981 Grand Pnx

'1299

'1800

1984 Dodge Charger
1982 Cavalier Type 10

'1299

1982 Citation

'1299

1981 Granada

'1299

1981 Ford Escort Wagon

'1299
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Septic Tanks & Sewers

Call us Anytime

JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli diate reports of
casualties in the air
troops shot to death six Iranian- strike, mid
the Israeli army combacked guerrillas during a raid
mand denied that the air force parnorth of Israel's self-proclaimed
ticipated in the operation.
security zone in southern Lebanon,
the military command said today.
No Israeli casualties were
reported in the actibn, carried out
by soldiers from the elite Givati
infantry brigade. It was Israel's
first incursion north of the security
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
zone in four months.
DEAR DR. GOTT: A couple of baThe military command said the
bies in our family will have to be vacIsraeli force acted against the radical Moslem fundamentalist Hezbol- cinated for polio in the near future. I
recently read an article about a falah, or Party of God movement, in
ther who contracted polio from his
the area of Ein AI-Tineh village
newly vaccinated daughter. The 22three miles northeast of the Israeli
year-old father's attorney states,
security zone.
"You can catch the virus from changing diapers or kissing the baby for a
Lebanese police said the raid
period of 30 days to six weeks followbegan with four Israeli helicopter
ing
vaccination. This has been docugunships firing 12 air-to-ground
mente by scientists, but barely menmissiles into Ein Al-Tineh at 6:30 tionedd to
the public." Please print
p.m. Friday. There were no mimeyour ideas on this.

300 South 4th

1On1e 1.
•

Israeli troops shoot six Iranian-backs,d
guerrillas during raid in south Leb"on

Man With Two Wives Is Now
Tangled in Matrimonial Web
By Abigail Van Buren
'99( un,.,orse, Press srsce_ate

•* *

DEAR ABBY: This is a very long
story, but I'll try to keep it short. I've
been married for 20 years to a man I
have been very happy with. We have
a family we are proud of.
Last June, my husband went to
Mexico to see his mother. IWe live
just over the border.) Well, he ran
into his childhood girlfriend.She was
expecting sa,OkaUy from a man who
had left her, so she asked my husband if he would marry her. He
thought nobody would find out that
he was already married because she
lived in Mexico,so he agreed to marry,
her, not knowing he was going to be
in hot water later.
This girl came to the United States
to have her baby Ia boy), and she
gave the baby my husband's last
name.She is not a citizen ofthe U.S.,
but her son is.
The baby is not my husband's. I
still love him — that's why I don't
report him to the authorities. Please
tell me what to do.
DO NOT USE MY NAME

DEAR ABBY: Twenty-five years
ago, when my fiance and!announced
our intentions to marry, all youknow -what broke loose. Because of
background differences, certain
family members refused to attend.
Their forecast was, "It will never
work." With heavy hearts, we eloped.
After 25 years of marriage, we
have proven ourselves. Not only did
our marriage"work,"it worked beautifully,.
You guessed it — we plan to renew our marriage vows on our 25th
anniversary. I will wear a lovely new
white wedding gown — veil and all
— and I'll carry a beautiful bridal
bouquet. Our three daughters will
stand with their father at the front of
the church,and our son will walk me
down the aisle.
We will have a lovely reception
for family and friends, which we will
pay for ourselves.
Selfish, Abby? In lieu of gifts, we
are asking that a contribution be
donated to the local children's hospiDEAR DO NOT:There is noth- tal.
ing you can do, but your husCONNIE IN CALGARY,
band should be aware that by
ALBERTA. CANADA
allowing this woman to name
him as the father of her child,
DEAR CONNIE: Beautiful!
legally he is the child's father, Congratula
tions,and continued
and as such,he is respQnsible for good healt
h and happkoess to you
child support until the child is and yours.
18 years old. Your husband is
also guilty of bigamy, having What teen-agers need to know about sex,
married this woman while being drugs. AIDS and getting along with their
peers and parents is now in Abby's
married to you.
updated,expanded booklet,"What Every
Your husband should see a Teen Should Know."To order,send a long,
lawyer. He needs to know ex- business-size, self-addressed envelope,
actly what his legal obligations plus check or money order for $3.95($4.50
are, and if possible, how he can in Canada to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054.
extricate himselffrom this mess. (Posta
ge is included.i

Polio vaccine carries a small risk

Snit*?

City

lifestyle. For example, there are
many different products used in our
homes and gardens which are classified as hazardous when we must
dispose of unused portions. A significant means of reducing the volume of household hazardous waste
is to seek substitutes which are less
toxic.
The critical element in taking the
By RUTH JACQUOT
Guest Writer
Green Pledge is that each individual needs to become better informed
Many holidays satisfy their purregarding the far-reaching impict
pose by giving us a day to behave
of their choices on their
in a manner different from that of
environment.
our everyday lives. We'd be susHow can we learn more about
pected of lunacy if we dressed up
household hazardous waste? Five
as Dracula and went door to door
informative articles written .by
begging for treats in April. Earth
members of the League of Women
Day has given many citizens a
Votres of Murray will follow this
chance to celebrate the Earth for
introduction.
the past 20 years when they might
Provid
not consider environmental con-. mental ing up-to-date environinformation is a challenge
cerns at other times. Many of the' in a
societ
y where concerns
agencies promoting Earth Day '90
become crises overnight or when
have emphasized the concept of
the concern touches our own per"Earth Day Every Day" and seek to
sonal aspirations and habits. There
raise the awareness of citizens who
are no easy answers to understanddo not regularly give a great deal
ing the impact our personal deciof thought to environmental
sions have on our environment. It
concerns.
is possible to become more aware
Earth Day '90 Inc. from Stanof what those critical decisions are.
ford, Calif., has created a great
One way is by signing the Green
deal of material and spearheaded
Pledge and keeping its challenges
the 20th anniversary celebration
in your mind as a guideline for votaround the world. They developed
ing, purchasing, consuming and
a Green Pledge which expresses
investing. The Green Pledge copy
the goals of challenging citizens to can be
filled out and mailed to the
honor the environment when they
Center for Environmental Educavote, puchase, consume and invest. tion,
Department of Elementary
Voting purchasing, consuming and
and Secondary Education, Murray
investing are activities which
State University, Murray, KY
express our personal philosophies 42071.
and, in large measure, dictate our

Drive-In Location
Central Center
753-9525
HOURS:

Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-6 p.m.,
Sat. 7 a.m.-2 p.m.

0 Owner)

1981 Ford Truck..

'2500

1982 Celebrity

'2200

1982 Mazda RX7
Ow-e-,

attractiveness and desirability of a
certain breast size is governed by
unique cpulfural criteria that are not
health -related and appear to be defined by males in our society.
Thus, before recommending breast
augmentation. I'd want to be sure
your wife wishes to enlarge her
breasts because of her own sense of
well-being, rather than to please others by meeting non-medical, cultural
expectations.
I suggest she discuss her preferences with her doctor and, if appropriate, accept a referral to a plastic
surgeon.

To give you additional information.
I am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report -An Informed Approach To Surgery." Other readers
who would like to receive a copy
should send $1.25 with their name and
address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland.
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention
the title.
1990 NE,:WSPAI'Eft ENTERPRISE:

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M D

'2995
'1500

1985 Ford Escort

DEAR READER: Oral polio vaccine contains attenuated polio viruses, microorganisms that have been
treated to abolish their virulence so.
when swallowed, they cause immunity instead of disease.
Millions of children have successfully received the oral polio vaccine.
However, now and then, the vaccine
appears to cause polio. Interestingly.
each year for the past 11 years, 11
people have caught polio from the
vaccine. About a third of these patients were vaccine recipients, a third
were parents of the recipients and a
third were other adults close to the
recipients.
In these few cases, some virulent
viruses eluded the attenuation process and produced disease. The viruses passed through the vaccinated children to cause infection in the
unimmunized adults.
The attorney you quote is correct.

All vaccines and medications have
predictable side effects and complications. However, it's only fair to
point out that, given the enormous
benefit of polio vaccine, the risk is infinitesimal. Despite care in manufacturing the vaccine, a few viruses survive the process and can cause
disease in susceptible individuals. All
the adults who contracted vaccine-related
polio
were
themselves
unvaccinated.
Before your babies receive polio
vaccine. I recommend you share your
concerns with the pediatrician — and
if you have not already been vaccinated against polio. I urge you to do so.
Although no vaccine is 100 percent
safe, the benefits of immunizing our
children against this debilitating disease far outweigh the exceedingly
rare risks.
DEAR DR. GOTT: A year ago, my
wife dieted and lost 30 pounds_ While
she used to have medium-sized
breasts, she now has almost none. Is
there any way to enlarge them"
DEAR READER: Much of the bulk
of breast tissue in non-pregnant, nonlactating women is made up of fat.
Therefore, a significant weight loss
of ten reduces the size of the breasts.
While women may sometimes welcome such a reduction,some object to
having smaller breasts. In such cases.
augmentation, using plastic surgery,
may provide a solution.
I think it's important to consider
that your wife may be content with
her new figure. To a large degree, the
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Letters to the Editor

Reader urges university
to adopt tree planting program
Dear Editor,
The May 1990 issue of Life
Magazine is dedicated to trees and
offers the following information:
"Trees are natuceLs,airconditioning units. In one year an
average tree inhales 26 lbs. of carbon dioxide — the amount emitted
by an automobile during an 11,300
trip — and exhales enough oxygen
to keep a family of four breathing
for a year."
As I walk the campus at Murray
State, it is quite evident that many
of the older adult trees are dying.
Taking in consideration the time
required for a small tree to reach
maturity, it seems that it would be
wise to practice a continuous planting program. I realize that such a
plan requires a lot of money, but I
have been told that the city of Murray is planning to implement a
Memorial Tree Program which will

allow the people of Murray and
Calloway County to donate trees in
memory of our dedicated to living
or deceased friends and family. My
question is can the university initiate a similiar program? If so, I
know of several faculty, staff and
students who would donate a tree
immediately.
I do hope that the city will
implement the proposed program
and I don't see any reason why the
university couldn't utilize the same
procedure. It would guarantee a
beautiful campus and city envirorment as well as provide a more
healthy home for the students and
citizens of the future.
Sincerely,
Jerry Speight,
assoc. prof. of art
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky

Habitat for Humanity still
needs volunteers for work
Dear Editor,
Former President and Mrs. Jimmy Carter will join over 2,000
other Habitat for Humanity volunteers from over the United States,
Canada and Mexico June 17-23 for
a Work Week which will build 100
homes in Tijuana, Mexico and five
homes in San Diego, California.
These two border towns will serve
as the international focal point of
Habitat of Humanities House Raising Week world-wide.
Meanwhile, back here at the
Murray-Calloway County Habitat
for Humanity project, volunteer
work on the local house is going

forward with as many as three
work mornings per week (Tuesdays, Thursdays or FriLys and
Saturdays). We are now hanging
sheet rock, taping and bedding it
out and all sandpapering that goes
with it. We also need to get the siding finished on the outside of the
home.
We could use some more help.
Would you like to help? Please call
our Volunteer Co-ordinator John
Thompson at 753-7866.
Appreciatively yours,
David Roos, chairman
Habitat for Humanity

WKMS-FM thanks supporters
of Friendship Festival fundraiser
Dear Editor,
Since Saturday evening, March
31, when the 1990 Spring Friendship Festival fundraiser for 91.3
WKMS-FM, in Murray, Kentucky,
concluded at 7:10 p.m. on "The
Blues" show, friends of the station
have continued to pledge their support for public radio in the rivers
region. At this date over 800
friends have pledged over $30,000.
Bravo! Thank you!
WKMS-FM thanks each and
every one of you for helping
WKMS have a magnificent 20th
Anniversary Celebration. We hope
you can come to our Open House
on Saturday, May 5, which is a
busy day in Murray. Try to fit in
your Derby Day schedule a visit to
WKMS-FM on the sixth floor of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building
on the campus of Murray State
University. We'll welcome you
from noon to 1:30 p.m during
which time you will meet National
Public Radio's Morning Edition
Host Bob Edwards (Live, In Person!). Bob will also be conducting
an informal seminar on broadcast

journalism that day from 1:30 to
2:30 p.m. That's Saturday, May 5.
But back to the Friendship Festival. WKMS staff and volunteers
very much appreciate the generosity of Sammons Bakery, Piggly
Wiggly and Ellis Popcorn Company for providing sustenance.
WKMS staff salutes the station
volunteers one and all, especially
Linda Horner, Charlotte Beahan,
Angela Johnson, John Griffin and
Jim Carpenter, the Saturday volunteer program hosts whose enthusiasm sparked the momentum of
the Festival and made it more fun
for everyone. Over 40 friends of
the station volunteered to answer
phones during the Festival and several more of you came by to visit
and be on the air. WKMS is especially grateful to its student staff
and student volunteers who spent
many hours at phone answering,
phoning out and working at the
mike. Again, your public radio station couldn't do without all of you!
Janet Kenney
Station Manager
WKMS-FM

Spanning the years
The old bridge over the Tennessee River near my hometown is
being replaced.
Because my peers and I grew up
swimming in its shadow — the two
old pools in town at City Park and
,Shady Nook having been closed
and filled — this is not an event
without sentiment.
For us it has always been there
— and yet it is not that old at all. but that is beside the point here.)
Our parents could speak of times
It certainly doesn't matter that
"before the bridge went in" or much longer and bigger bridges
"before the lake". I suspect my can be ridden in Louisiana, Maryown age group will soon be telling land, or Michigan. With its steel
our own progeny about the days girders, ours looked a bit like a fal"when the old bridge was still len and bent Eiffel Tower, and for
there".
semi-rural youngsters from Paris,
I have a large black-and-white Tennessee, who had never seen the
photo of it — some four by six feet real Paree, it served us just as well.
large and a bit yellowed with age. I
Those were the days before Lego
am looking at it as I write. Fortu- Blocks, back when youngsters
nately it is not in color, becuase I made their own lead soldiers and
don't remember the past in color. I owned their own Erector Sets and
came from the Kidak box camera could link in the mind our home
and Citizen Kane movie times, and models with the real thing — the
I reminisce in sepia blacks-and - bridge and tiny figures atop it.
whites. (Somehow that also
It hung in acrophobic suspension
explains to me why youngsters over space, swaying in sensitized
today don't buy saddle oxfords — synchronization with the wind's

rhythms, its countervailing metal
stitching west-east across the
south-north bound waves, sometimes white-caps, sometimes ripples, sometimes glass. Tall-masted
sailboats passed easily under with
ceiling to spare.
River traffic barged under it,
while old A-models and pick-ups
and tractors chugged over it with
only fragile metal lattices and short
concrete curbs barring them from
flying off into eternity in the
adventure of meeting at the apex
and passing with an inch to spare a
van coming from the other direction. The center stripe of the highway here was an invisible wall
more confining Berlin's and crossing it was just as risky.
Tops of its pyramidic bases rose
from their submerged Nile-like hiding places, and long and level
boulder-sided limestone levees led
to it from both ends.
Arrowheads and beads from the
Indian tribes still occasionally
wash up on the shores the bridge
unites, and trotlines with bottle

Larry Nixon, SFC Dennis Smith.
SSG Jimmie Tubbs and SSG Jobe
Marshall.
We would also like to say a special thank you to Ted Arant who is
the custodian at the Armory. "Mr.
Ted" as he is known by the children at camp, is always handy to
mob up our spills or get the water
hose out on a hot, July day. And he
does this out of the goodness of his
heart with no complaints.
The city of Murray is very fortunate to have this wonderful facility
and group of men in this community. The YMCA is much appreciative and thankful for the Kentucky
Army National Guard and their
efforts.
Sincerely,
The Family YMCA
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Thirty years ago
Calloway County High School
Army 2d Li William A. Luther
Speech Team won the Kentucky is serving at Fort Benning, Ga.
High School Speech Tournament at
Morris E. Lamb has been named
University of Kentucky, Lexington. as new manager of Farmer's Grain
Murray High School Speech Team and Storage Co.
placed sixth.
Recent births reported at Murray
Births reported include a boy to Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Gene Madding Mrs. Gene Dale Steely, a boy to
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Mr. and Mrs. Joe P. Williams, a
Flood, April 3; a girl to Mr. and girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Peavier,
Mrs. Winton England, April 11, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Robert Cole.
Keith Knight, April 13.
Forty years ago
Twenty years ago
Bids for construction of a new
Sp.5 James A. (Tony) Lyons has heating plant at Murray State Colcompleted a year's tour of duty in lege were opened in Frankfort on
Vietnam.
April 18.
The play, "Rameses," will be
"Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Anderson
presented June 12 to Sept. 7 at seen last night planting a garden,"
Kenlake State Park with Frank from column, "Seen & Heard
Gonzales as producer.
Around Murray" by James C.
Mr. and Mrs. Carmon Outland Williams.
will be married for 50 years on
April 24.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Friday's winning
numbers in the Kentucky Lottery's Kentucky Cash game:
9-6-5.
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Dr. and Mrs. James W. Robinson
of Camden, Tenn., are visiting relatives here.
Fifty years ago
The College News was judged
"Best All-Around College Newspaper in Kentucky for 1940" at
spring meeting of Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association in
Richmond. Prof. L.J. Hortin is
journalism instructor.
W.P.(Dub) Russell was added to
the faculty of Murray City Schools
as assistant coach and instructor by
Murray Board of Education.
Dr. James H. Richmond and Dr.
Forrest C. Pogue were two of the
speakers at Kentucky Education
Association Convention held April
17-19 in Louisville.
The Rev. A.E. Lassiter has been
called as pastor of Memorial Baptist Church to succeed the Rev.
Carroll Hubbard who resigned to
continue his education at Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville.

members since organization of
Murray club in 1905.
Sixty years ago
Construction contracts for
Library at Murray State College for
$200,762 to Raymond Construction
Co., Bowling Green, and for Boys
Dormitory at Murray State for
$89,000 to Hill & Sons, Fulton,
were awarded by officials.
An Easter sunrise service will be
April 20 in front of Murray State
College Auditorium. Dr. JO. Ensor
will give a short address.
Les Ross of Kirksey, Gus Lamb
of Rt. 7, Murray, and Rudy Smith
of RL 4, Murray, were elected as
officers of Calloway County Mailmen at a meeting on April 12 at
Calloway County Courthouse.
Henry W. Gatlin has taken the
Calloway County agency for
Dodge and Plymouth cars, manufactured by Chrylcr Corp. He will
have his headquarters on southwest
corner of courtsquare.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Buron Overby on West Main Street
Marriages announced this week received damages of about five or
include Annie Alderdice to Alva six thousand dollars by fire on
Farris, April 7, and Edwina Hinton April 14.
to Gordon Ray Marshall, April 13.
H.I. Neely has been recappointed
Births reported this week include as postmaster at Hazel.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Frank BrisiMarriages announced this week
dine, April 5; a boy. to Mr. and include Dorthea Mae Cleaver to
Mrs. Lilburn Hale, April 13; a girl Joel Jones, April 6; Catherine
to Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Tucker, Laverne Reeves to Muriel Kelso
April 14; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Andrus, April 12.
Leman Downing, April 15; a girl to
Winners in Kentucky InterMr. and Mrs. Henry Childress, Scholastic Tournament at LexingApril 18.
ton were Ruth Weaks, third in
Murray Woman's Club cele- public discussion, and Boys Quarbrated 50th anniversary of national tet, third, from Murray High
ferderation of Women's Clubs and School, and Girls Chorus from
Mth anniversary of the local club Murray Training School, second.
at home of Mrs. Herschel Corn on
The Smith-Willis Players were in
April 11. Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, presi- Murray all last week under the ausdent, presented bronze medals to pices of American Legion and
Mrs. W.S. Swann and Mrs. E.J. Boys Scouts. The tent was pitched
Beale as "Pioneer Women of the on Allen lot on South Fourth
club," they having been active Street.

Family YMCA thanks National
Guard for use of facilities, space
Dear Editor,
In honor of National Guard History Week, we would like to take
this opportunity to thank our local
unit of the Kentucky Army National Guard.
The National Guard has generously donated the use of the
Armory to the YMCA for such
programs as our Summer Day
Camp. This excellent facility is
more than enough to meet all of the
camp needs with its large gymnasium, classrooms and playing
fields. The men who work at the
Armory are also very helpful and
beneficial to our camp. Whether it
be unlocking a door, using the telephone or helping with qwq.activities, they are always v7i1108 to
cooperate. So, thank you Captain

floats still snare an occasional
monster grandfather catfish. Sometimes the water is low onough to
see the old highway that ran south
of the bridge before it was built,
and just south of it, on the old hill
that was a sorghum field and mill
is the state park inn, and even
further south of that the water
changes color where the old sulphur well still flows into the river.
North from the bridge one can
guess where Confederate Forts
Heiman and Henry were.
Where once buggies hitches and
later cars idled in old courting
days, campers and marinas have
taken over the best parking places
of all four corner lots of the bridge.
Moonlight skinny-dipping has been
eclipsed.
At the high school minstrel picnic Regina Timmons jumped from it
and, fearful of being called chicken
and ashamed that a girl went first,
some of the football boys followed
her. A couple of them of that vintage are now building the new
bridge, and we find that appropriate and — symmetrical.
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Today In History

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES
Listen To This Radio Broadcast
Every Sunday Morning -- 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
WBLN-FM (103.7)

Please Join Us This

Today is Saturday, April 21, the 111th day of 1990. There are 254 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 21, 1910, author Samuel Langhorne Clemens, better known as
Mark Twain, died in Redding, Conn.
On this date:
In 753 B.C., according to legend, Rome was founded.
Thought for today: "Why is it that we rejoice at a birth and grieve at a
funeral? It is because we are not the person involved." — Mark Twain
(1835-1910).

Sunday Morning
8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
WBLN FM (103.7)

For This Week's Questions To
Be Answered.
This radio broadcast is dedicated to answering Bible
Questions and responding to Bible Comments from
listeners ofthe &arching the Scriptures Radio Broadcast
and the Searching the Scriptures television program. If
you have any questions concerning the Word of God and
would like to have them answered on radio, or TV, then
send them to . . .
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BUSINESS NEWS IN BRIEF
Outland joins
West Kentucky
Insurance Agency

Grand opening

mr,Ledger.r.

Donation

West Kentucky Insurance Agency, located at 302 N. 12th Street,
Murray, welcomes new agent Mike
Outland to the team.
Outland, an 11-year veteran of
the insurance business, is married
to Tamara Outland, who manages
Maurices Clothing Store in Murray.
Outland is a life-long resident of
Murray and is a graduate of Murray High School and Murray State
University.
Outland also serves on the Murray City Council, Murray Lions
Club, Murray State University
Alumni Association and other
groups.
Murray Cablevision in cooperation with Murray Appliance and TV recently donated a 211-inch color television to the Department of Management and Marketing in the College of Business and Public Affairs at
Murray State University to be used for classroom playback of videotaped material. Shown from left are
Howard Coy, owner of Murray Appliance and TV, Cathy Cathey, advertising manager at Murray Cablevision and two representatives of the Dept. of Management and Marketing — Dr. Bill Seale, chairman and
Dr. Phil Niffenegger, professor. The gift was given in appreciation of a consumer survey of Murray cable
subscribers recently conducted by Niffenegger's marketing research class.

National Guard helping Easter Seals

Green Bailey and his wife, Wanda Bailey, pose outside their recently
remodeled business, the Ox-Yoke Antiques, in Hazel, Ky. The grand
opening of the business is being held today and Sunday.
Mike Outland

Student of the Week

Marti McClard, an eighth-grader at Calloway County Middle School,
has been selected Student of the Week for the week of April 13 by
Century 21 and WSJP. McClard is the daughter of Gary and Carol
McClard of Rt. 4 Murray. Her special interests include the basketball
team, softball team, Science Club, Pep Club, Math Team, honor roll,
Just Say No Club and sports of all kinds. Pictured from left are
McClard's nominating teacher Linda Patterson, Nancy Furches of
WSJP, McClard and Marion Brown of Century 21.

Jim D. Crick

Crick honored
by Woodmen's
President's Club
Jim D. Crick, F1CF, Murray,

Kentucky, area manager for the
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society, has qualified for
membership in the President's
Clubs, said President John G.
Bookout.
His membership in the Senior
Executive Section of the President's Clubs honors his professional conduct and service on behalf of
his clients.
Members of the Clubs will be
guests of President Bookout in
June at a meeting in San Francisco,
Calif. and also in Maui, Hawaii.

Murray's Auto Laundry

Murray's Auto Laundry remodels,
installs new carwash system
Murray's Auto Laundry located
at 1102 Chestnut Street, recently
completed installation of a new
"Showroom Lustre" wash process
created by the Sherman Carwash

88.5 percent of all —Th
1shoppers make a point
to read newspaper ads,
including 26.5 percent
who look for specific
ads. On the other
hand, half the time,
viewers don't pay
attention to television
commercials they see.

Company.
The wash service provides exterior wash with option of extra like
sealer wax, undercarraige spray,
rust inhibitor and whitewall cleaner. Each service may be purchased
separately or as a package at a
savings.
Also available is a superwash
package which includes an interior
clean up as well as an exterior
wash.
Brad and Karen Belcher purchased the business in the summer
of 1981 and will soon begin their
10th year of service to the people
of the area.
Hours are 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through Saturday and 11 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Sunday.

The men and women of the Kentucky Army National Guard are
expanding their efforts in the
upcoming Easter Seal Collection
Campaign. In addition to the volunteers from local Guard units in
each region, Kentucky state
employees are volunteering to join

the National Guard at their traffic
point collections.
Brigadier General Michael
Davidson, Adjutant General of the
Kentucky Army National Guard
has set a goal of $200,000 for the
combined collections of the Guard
and the state workers. At a recent
campaign kick-off meeting, the

McKinney wins
'ESP' award

Briggs & Stratton
offers new catalog

Betty J. McKinney, customer
service representative for Murray
Cablevision, recently received the
"ESP" award.
"The award is given each quarter
recognizing the employee displaying excellence in service and performance to our customers,"
according to Burnette Ferguson,
system manager.
McKinney, a graduate of Murray
High School. is starting her 12th
year with Murray Cablevision. As
an "ESP" winner for the second
quarter, McKinney received a gift
certificate, a gift from the headquarters office and a personalized
plaque.
Selection of the "ESP" award is
made by fellow employees and
management of the Murray office.
McKinney is the mother of Tim
McKinney of Murray and Tina
Gryder of Arlington, Texas. A
member of the Westside Baptist
Church, she also has two twin fouryear-old granddaughters, Neille and
Haille Gryder.

Briggs & Stratton has compiled a
new catalog containing 175 fast
moving engine parts. Service centers will find it informative and a
saver of valuable time.
"The parts we selected have a
very interesting profile," said Tim
Schreiber, marketing manager —
service division. "They contribute
in a major way to a dealer's total
parts business. They are parts
which are most commonly replaced
by dealers and 'do-it-yourselfers.'
They also spend the least amount
of time in inventory and make significant profit contributions. The
catalog is a great sales tool for
every parts counter."

need for more funds was stressed
due to the expanding demand for
services that the Kentucky Easter
Seal Society provides to disabled
children and adults.
Locally, volunteers. from 614 MP
CO in Murray will be conducting
their annual Easter Seal "Bucket
Brigade" on April 28-29. They'll
be wearing bright orange safety
vests as they collect contributions
from the public at traffic points
throughout the area.
Since 1971, when the Kentucky
Army National Buard began its
Easter Seal Collection Campaign,
over one million dollars have been
raised for the benefit of the disabled. The funds support the statewide direct service programs which
the Kentucky Easter Seal Society
provides to people with all types of
disabling conditions. Each year the
Kentucky Easter Seal Society
serves over 23,000 disabled people,
at a fund-raising cost of only three
percent. This record of service is
made possible in part by dedicated
volunteers such as the Kentucky
Army National Guard.
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to show you what we
mean . . . . with quality
protection and service. Call us today.
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PSI membership
gift may be what
secretary needs

Southside Court Square

753-4451

Dan \1( utt

A "Gift of Membership" to Professional Secretaries International,
the world's largest organization for
secretaries, offers a world of benefits: the opportunity to interact with
other secretaries in the area, the
ability to offer insight to changing
office trends, directions and
requirements and the opportunity to
combine education and personal
development_
For further information, contact
the local chapter of PSI through
President Pat Hutson, 762-1102.

Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1989
The Preston Group, Lexington, Ky

Betty J. McKinney

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

For protection
against large
medical bills
from longterm Illness,
see me.

Congratulations
Mike Outland
Green and Wanda Bailey
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Have Your
Cookie and
Get Thin, Too!

Donald E Henry
Bldg 104 •,
Site C
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Phoenix High Fiber, Low Fat Vanilla.
Oatmeal Raisin and Chocolate
(ookies Taste Great and are Good
for you too! No cholesterol. All
Natural Sweetners.
Available At:
•

Walter's
Pharmacy
Hwy. 641 South
753-7688

Murray Cablevision
Murray Appliance & TV
MSU Dept. of Management,
Marketing
Betty J. McKinney
Marti McClard

Bob Billington-CPCU

Dan Shipley

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
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Murray Auto Laundry

Robert Billington, Jr

753-4751
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Army National Guard

Wadkins-Pruitt to exchange vows

Americans lead Japanese in leisure
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) —
Japan is leading the United States
in areas of productivity, education
and trade but, not surprisingly, it
lags behind in one category: leisure
time.
American men spend on average
20.5 hours a week at leisure, compared with 13.3 hours taken by
Japanese men, according to a University of Michigan study. The disparity is even greater between
American women, who take 21.8
hours of time out each week, and
Japanese women, who take just
10.6 hours.
Economics professors Frank P.
Stafford and F. Thomas luster said
they studied time spent on "active
leisure," or sports and hobbies,
and "social interaction" in the
United States, Japan and six other
countries.
Using statistics from surveys of
1,000 or more adults conducted
between 1964 and 1987 in the
United States, Japan, the Soviet
Union, Finland, Hungary, Norway,

:THEATRES:

Pretty Woman
(R)

Bible drill winners
to participate
in state competition
The Blood River flaptist Association held its annual Children's
Bible Drill April 17 at 7 p.m. at the
Assocational Building in Hardin.
The Rev. Jeff Fuller, associationa] discipleship training director,
was in charge of the program
Jennifer Hughes, Susan Richter,
Christopher Williams and Crytal
Henderson, who also won last year,
were declared winners in the bible
drill and are eligible to participate
in the state drill which will be May
4 at Southside Baptist Church in
Princeton, Ky.
Jennifer Hughes is the daughter
of Mr. and
. Dale Hughes,
Route 4, Mu y. susan Richter is
daughter of jMr. and Mrs. Fred
Richter, Route 8, Murray. These
families attend the Locust Grove
Baptist Church.
Christopher Williams is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. James Williams,
Route 2, Hazel. Crystal Henderson
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Farrar, Hazel. Both families
attend Hazel Baptist Church.
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Crazy People
GR)
Ernest Goes
To Jail (PG)

Denmark and Sweden, they found a
gradual decline in the number of
hours men spend at work in all
eight countries.
Among the other findings:
—The workweek ranged from 54
hours in the Soviet Union to 33.4
hours in Denmark. Japanese men
worked 52 hours a week, Hungarian men 50.8 hours and American
men 44 hours.
—The amount of time that men
spend on housework ranged from
18.1 hours a week in Sweden to 3.5
in Japan. American men spent 13.8
hours, Soviet men 11.9 hours and
Norwegian men 16.8 hours a week
on housework.
—Women in the Soviet Union
spent more time working than
women in the other countries, averaging 39.3 hours a week on the job
and 27 hours a week doing housework. American women averaged
23.9 hours a week on the job and
30.5 hours a week working at
home. Danish women worked 20.8
hours a week on the job and 23.1
hours a week at home.
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The researchers said Hungarians
and Soviets work so many hours
because they earn relatively low
wages, not enough to buy added
leisure time.
Neither Japan nor the United
Sates approaches the 54.3 hours a
week spent on leisure activities by
men in Denmark or the 53.7 hours
spent by Danish women, according
to Stafford's study.

Randy Travis says
music market is
more competitive
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A
good song is hard to find is the
new tune being sung by Randy
Travis.
"It's more competitive," the
country music star said in a recent
interview. "They're out there, but
you really have to search for
them."
Travis, whose current hit is
"Hard Rock Bottom of Your
Heart," said that when he began
recording five years ago, George
Jones, Merle Haggard and George
Strait were his only rivals for traditional country songs.
"Now you've got all those and
you got Ricky Van Shelton and
Patty Loveless and The Judds
doing some kinds of that music ...
just all kinds of people," he said.

Presbyterian group
holds April meeting
The April meeting of the Dorothy Moore Circle of Presbyterian
Women was held in the home of
Mrs. Sal Matarazzo, with Mrs.
Thomas Schellingerhout, chairman,
presiding.
The meeting was opened by the
group's reading of the prayer of St.
Francis of Assissi. Devotional leader was Mrs. Frank Kodman.
The program presentation was
made by Mrs. Edwin Larson who
read several selections from a
booklet titled "Letters to God" and
a review of the Circle Study lesson,
"A Faith to Live By."
Seated at the large dining table
centered with an arrangement of
jonquils, the groups was served
refreshments by the hostess.
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Son ica Lynn Wadkins
to marry Danny Lyle Pruitt

Community events listed
Saturday, April 21
West Kentucky Playwrights'
Festival will be at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park. For information
call 759-1752.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Habitat Spaghetti supper at 6:30 p.m.
Freed-Hardeman Fund-raising
dinner will be from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. in cafeteria of Calloway
County High School.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at
American Legion building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray, at
8 p.m.

The Jr. Food Mart ad
that ran in yesterday's
paper should have read:

2nd Anniversary Celebration
• Sunday, April 22 - May, 5th

• Saturday, April 21
Singles Organizational Society
will sponsor a sock hop at Joe
Creason Community Building, City
Park, Benton. For information call
Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.
Track Twilight Invitrational will
be at Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
The Kentucky League of Coaches will hold a work day for the
Kentucky League Baseball Field.
The work will begin at 4 p.m. and
all parents of Kentucky League
baseball players are urged to
attend. Workers are asked to bring
shovels, hammers, rakes, wheel
barrows, paint brushes and any
tools that can be used on the field.
Everyone's help will be greatly
appreciated.
Monday, April 23
The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday,
April 23, at 7 p.m. dale Calloway
County Public Library. Book to be
discussed in Sir Walter Scott's
"Lady of the Lake." Phyllis Albey
will be discussion leader. Anyone
who has read the book is welcome.

We are sorry for any inconvenience this may have caused

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday, April 23
mation call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Murray Lions Club will conduct
its annual Broom and Bulb Sale
from 5 p.m. to dark.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Family YMCA events will be
Aerobics at 7:45 p.m. at Robertson
School; pre-school gymnastics for
ages 3 to 5 at 4:45 p.m.; Tumbling
Basics for grades k through 5 at 5
p.m.; 50+ Fitness at 10 a.m.; 50+
Aquatic Exercise at 9 a.m. For
information call 759-YMCA.
Open non-smetking meeting of
Nar-Anon Family Group will be at
7:30 p.m. at University Church of
Christ.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will be at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Creative Arts Department of
Murray Woman's Club will meet at
9:30 a.m. at club house.
Local Chapter of NAACP will
meet at 7 p.m.. at Willis Center.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Front Porch Swing will meet at 7
p.m. at First Christian Church.
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Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Wadkins
of Kirksey announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Sonic& Lynn Wadkins, to Danny Lyle Pruitt, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Robert Pruitt of
Almo.
Miss Wadkins is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Hollic Copeland of Oak Level
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Ira P.
Wadkins of Kirksey.
MI. Pruitt is the grandson of Ms.
Maggie A. Pruitt of Murray and the
late Mr. John Henry Pruitt and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Franklin
Shemwell of Dover, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is employed by Southeastern Book Company in Murray.
The groom,elect is a 1984 grad.,
ate of Calloway County Htli
School. He is employed by Printing
Services and Supplies, Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday, June 8 at 7
p.m. at Bethel United Methodist
Church.
A reception will follow the ceremony at the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
reception. Only out of town invitations will be sent.
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Here Hope.

J. DONALD BROCK, M.S.S.W.
Clinical Social Worker
Announces Beginning Private Practice
Individual and Family Counseling

Muehleman Psychological
Consulting Services
753-2757

503 Poplar Street, Murray

Jesuscaresfor you.

REVIVAL
April 19-22
7:00 p.m. Nightly
11 a.m. & 7 p.m..
Sunday Services

Located 2 Miles Off 121 South On
Locust Grove Church Rd.

Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton, at 8 p.m. For infor-

HOUSE
Kopperud Realty
OPEN

Sunday, April 22nd -- 2-4 p.m.

Evangelist, Robert Johnson
Pastor of Grace Baptist Church

LOCUST GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m.-at Homeplace-1850.

10411:‘'

1539 Ox
Canterbury
Comfort and convenience abound in this 4 bedroom,3
bath Canterbury home with fenced hack yard. New
listing priced in 90s.

1
eenland
Relax and enjoy the pool because your work has been
done for you. This 3 bedroom, 2 bath home has had all
mechanical systems & roof updated in the last 1-2
years. Great buy $70's.

For further information call or come by .

753-1222 • 711 Main

.11• —

Gospel Singers
of Poplar Springs
sang at rest homes
The Gospel Singers of Poplar
Springs Baptist Church made their
monthly visit to West View Nursing Home at 1:30 p.m. March 19.
Bro. Dennis Norval' gave the
devotional and led in prayer. Nancy Futree read the birthdays for
March. Juanita Lee, Muriel Wright
and Louise Short sang "Amazing
Grace." The guest singers were
Juanita Lee and Marth Manners.
Gertrude Sprague was honored
on her 103rd birthday at Fern Terrace Lodge. Louise Short was pianist for the group. Raymond Story,
Clayton Fulton and Cleo Grogan
were guest singers at Fern Terrace
Lodge.
The Gospel Singers were Bro.
Norval] and Carrnelita Norvall, Sue
Campbell, Bobby Cook, Nancy
Futrell, Marty Futrell, Laurine
McCuiston, Helen Nance, Bill
Reamer and Muriel Wright.
The group had lunch at Sirloin
Stockade restaurant.

Read the
want ads daily
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Hospital has 'Heart Smart' menu selections

MEP

Murray-Calloway County Hospital has a program called "HeartSmart" for its menus in the
cafeteria. The program is designed
following the guidelines of American Heart Association and American Dietetic Association.
For more information about the
menus and a special senior citizen
diner card, call Anne Newberry,

RD., food service director at the
hospital.
Foods marked with an • are
heart-smart selections. Menus for
Monday, April 23, through Sunday,
April 29, are as follows:
Monday
Sausage and kraut, 'oven baked
chicken breast, 'stuffed peppers,
*pinto beans, 'oven browned pota-

toes, *turnip greens, fried squash,
tomato florenune soup.
Tuesday
"All American Hamburger" homestyle all beef patty w/your
choice of toppings, *broiled chicken breast, crispy coated fries,
backed beans, *seasoned spinach,
*steamed yellow squash, 'Lumber-

Senior Citizens Program announces menus

A Pot Luck Supper was held recently at Dexter Community Center
with guests attending from New Concord and Hazel.

Menus for the Nutrition Program
for the Elderly and Meals on
Wheels for the week of April 23 to
27 have been released through the
office of Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Program, Inc..
Meals are served at 12 noon,
Monday through Friday, at Hazel
and Willis Centers and on Tuesday

and Thursday at Ellis Center.
Meals will be sent to private homes
each week day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday
Roast beef and gravy, mashed
potatoes, green beans, hot roll,
margarine, orange, milk, coffee or
tea.

Public library announces its schedule
for Bookmobile runs April 24, 25, 26
The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library has scheduled runs on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, April 24, 25 and 26.
Carolyn Adams, bookmobile
librarian, released her schedule as
follows:
Tuesday
Dexter - 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Jones - 11:30 a.m. to 12 noon
Ross - 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
Bonners Grocery - 2:30 to 3:30
p.m.
Wednesday
Taylor - 10 to 11 a.m.
Gallimore - 11 to 11:30 a.m.
Hazel Senior Center - 11:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
Mary Moore - 2 to 3 p.m.
Thursday
Apple Tree School - 10 to 11
a.m.
Fern Terrace - 11 a.m. to 12
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White named top
hopper at school
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Cory White

The Apple Tree School is proud
to announce that Cory White, fiveyear-old son of Laurie and James
White, took the honor of being
Apple Tree School's Top Hopper
for the third year.
Cory worked hard and brought in
S210.20 for Jerry's Kids.
Children from Apple Tree
School have collected 51,626.00 in
their Hop-A-Thon to benefit the
Muscular Dystrophy Association
(MD}-1).
"We are very proud of the 60
children in our facility who participated in the Hop-A-Thon," according to a school spokesman. "We
thoroughly enjoy doing our yearly
Hop-A-Thon and believe the children learn some very valuable lessons in the process."
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FREE INSPECTIONS
1703 Highway 121 North, Murray

753-6433

Westvaco's
partnership with
nature.
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Respecting our magnificent planet

The 20th anniversary of Earth Day
provides a wonderful opportunity for
renewed attention to the environment.
To Westvaco and its 15,000 employees,the meaning of Earth Day is well established in our company culture. it represents
a long-standing commitment to the environment and to the quality of life, It reminds us
of the long-term consequences of our every
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Billie Downing of Murray recently took part as a trainer in Lexington, Ky., for Project STEPS.
STEPS is a federally funded grant
that focuses on the development of
transition procedures through interagency coordination, for preschool
handicapped children entering the
public schools. By the 1992 school
year, fourteen model sites will have
been developed that incorporate
interagency coordination in transition procedures.

*We Install Moisture Barriers & Temp Vents
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Downing participates
in STEPS training
program in Lexington
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noon
609 Ellis - 1 to 2 p.m.
Hospital, Long Term - 2 to 2:30
p.m.

Tuesday
Beef liver w/onion, baked potato, green peas in cheese sauce, hot
roll, margarine, banana, milk, coffee or tea.
Wednesday
Barbecued meatballs, cole slaw,
baked beans, hot roll, margarine,
banana, milk, coffee or tea.
Thursday
Chicken fried steak, whole carrots, blackeyed peas, hot roll, margarine, Honey Dew, milk, coffee or
tea.
Friday
Cheese burgers, lettuce, tomato,
onion and pickle, potato wedges,
bun, margarine, blackberry cobbler,
milk, coffee or tea.

jack vegetable soup.
Wednesday
*Lemon baked filet of fish, roast
beef au jus, pizza, scalloped potatoes, 'seasoned green beans, *haryard beets, 'whole kernel corn,
*minestrone soup.
Thursday
Breaded chicken livers, sliced
pork roast, 'roasted breast of turkey, cornbread dressing, *broccoli
spears, *field peas w/snaps, *whipped potatoes, Wisconsin cheese
soup.
Friday
Reuben casserole, *broiled fish
filet, baked ham, fried okra, *roast
patoes, *steamed squash, *carrot
coins, *chicken gumbo.
Saturday
Beef tips in mushroom sauce,
*marinated baked chicken, spaghetti and meatballs, *fluffy rice, *mixed vegetables, *baked apples, soup
of the day.
Sunday
*Fish filet almondine, savory
beef stew, pork fried rice, *broccoli spears, *baked potato, onion
rings, *sliced beets, soup of the
day.
The menus are subject to change
without notice, Newberry added.
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FRIGIDAIRE HEAVY DUTY,
LARGE-CAPACITY WASHER
'Regular & Quick Wash Cycles
.3 WastitRinse Temperature Cornbinabons
•Trl-Action Wash System-moves clothes up
down & around for ideal cleaning action
.25-Year Full Warranty' on Titan Tub

ONLY

299
Model WL

Westvaco

'WM qualibed trade

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
FREE DELIVERY!
On The Square • Murray

action. It symbolizes the deep respect
which we have for our magnificent planet
and our partnership with nature.
Earth Day is a state of mind and a
spirit that comes from within. Environmental excellence is fundamental to our
way of life.
Westvaco. Partners with nature for
more than 100 years

753-1713

Environmental Excellence:
A legacy for the future.
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SPORTS
God in shorts?
Bird, Jordan share respect
By JIM LITKE
AP Sports Writer

CHICAGO — On April 20, 1986 the Boston Celtics
beat the Chicago Bulls 135-131 in double overtime and
Larry Bird, exhausted in victory and tapped for superlatives, said that Michael Jordan played like God wearing
short pants.

•

Almost four years to the day later, Bird found himself faceto-face with Jordan again, close enough to know what the
Supreme Being had only hours earlier eaten for dinner.
What do you say to a man after you've said something like
that about him?
"Nothing," Michael Jordan answered, flashing the trademark
grin. "That one compliment was enough to last a lifetime."
Itheed, it seems like a lifetime has passed since then. Bird,
now 33, was then the best player in the game (or 1A, if you
chose Magic Johnson), a shooting, passing and rebounding package the likes of which professional basketball had never seen.
Jordan, then 23, wasn't his assignment that playoff afternoon
in Boston, though Lord knows Bird had been part of wave after
green wave of Celtic defenders trying to stop the 63-point onslaught by the skinny kid with big ears and a knack for bigger
plays. And when it was over, her knew he had glimpsed the
future, even if he couldn't fix how far off it was.
Jordan wasn't his assignment Tuesday night either. But after
19 minutes, 51 seconds of sometimes-tedious basketball, after
fans suffered through the muscular mating dance of Boston's
awkward Joe Kleine and Chicago's equally awakward Will Perdue, after they disinterestedly followed the Celtics' John Bagley
following John Paxson through a thicket of bodies in the lane,
Jordan peeled around a screen, caught the ball, and directly in
front of him stood Bird. Almost everybody in Chicago Stadium
gasped at the same time.
The NBA is about many things, but it is still first and foremost about stars, those ascending and those descending, and how
they are measured each against one another. And here was such
a moment at last.
"It's funny," Bulls coach Phil Jackson, "but I was watching
films of our games with Boston and you wouldn't think Larry
and Michael would wind., up facing each other as often as they
do. Because one's a guard and the other one is a forward.
"We call those cross-matchu-ps," he continued, "and for some
reason it happens a lot with those two. ... Sometimes you want
your guard working against a forward, and with Michael, obviously, you like almost any 1-on-1 situation. But it still happens
a lot between those two.'
Jackson tries another explanation: "Both of them create lots
of offensive opportunities and both play exceptional team
defense. You'd expect them to step Out against each other."
But there is more to it than that.
-Yeah," Jackson said, "for the last five ycars, at least since
Michael came into the league, it's been Bird, Magic and
Michael at the top. It would be naive to think these guys don't
keep an eye on each other."
When they arrived at that fateful juncture Tuesday night, Bird
and Jordan approached from opposite directions.
Bird. still recovering from surgery to remove bone spurs in
both heels that virtually wiped out all of last season, has
struggled in this one to regain his shot and find his way
through a new offense in which his role and his production
have diminished.
Jordan, by comparison, is having the best season of his
incomparable career, leading the league in scoring and near the
top in steals, leading the confident, young, up-and-coming Bulls
in almost everything else that can be calculated. Chicago has
been forced to concede the Midwest title to defending champion
Detroit, and the minutes of the first five are being sacrificed in
the name of playoff fitness.
Yet, when Bird stepped into his path, the setting mattered not
to either of them.
"I never forgot," Jordan said, "that when they were a powerhouse, they never took it easy on us."
"He's one guy in the league," Bird said, "that no matter
what, you can't leave alone."
And so, with 4:09 remaining in the first half, Jordan lowered
the ball, faked a drive right back towards the pick, then knifed
left across the lane with Bird playing his shadow.
Jordan was a half-stride ahead by the time he hit the lane
and almost a full stride clear by the time he soared to the left
side of the basket and, left-handed, kissed the glass lightly with
the ball.
That made it 46-31 Chicago. It ended 111-105 Chicago, with
Jordan getting 35 points in 36 minutes to Bird's 23 points in
45 minutes.
An hour later, Larry Bird sat in front of his locker, ice
packs taped to both heels, trying to recall the moment and
whether he noticed the clamoring crowd.
"I don't," he began, then asked. "Did he score?"
Told Jordan had, Bird rolled his eyes skyward.
"Well," he said, choosing his words carefully this time, "I'm
not the only guy he's done that to."
Nor the last.

Budweiser
Bud Light & Bud Dry
BudweiSe -
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12 Pack
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FRESH DELI SANDWICHES
SERVED DAILY
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Colts gamble $15 million on hometown hero
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INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The Indianapolis Colts are betting that a $15
million gamble on quarterback Jeff George will pay off with a Super
Bowl.
Before taking his first pro snap, the Illinois quarterback has become
one of the four highest paid players in the NFL. He signed a six-year
contract Friday worth $15 million, including a $3.5 million signing bonus.
The agreement cemented a deal in which Atlanta gives the Colts their
top pick and a fourth-round choice in Sunday's draft in exchange for Pro
Bowl tackle Chris Hinton, highly regarded receiver Andre Rison and two
draft picks.
Fans calling Colts headquarters on Friday questioned the price paid for
George, but team officials were confident the Indianapolis native would
rescue the franchise from mediocrity.
"Obviously, we feel that this trade will prove to be very significant for
this organization," General Manager Jim lrsay said. "Our position is,
let's let time decide."

George's arrival and the apparent retirement of running back Eric Dickerson will put a new face on the offense, which has relied almost solely
on Dickerson's legs for 21/4 seasons.
"When a quarterback has the ability that we see in Jeff, there is a certain amount of redesigning and retooling, and that is what we're going to
do," Coach Ron Meyer said. "We think he possibly can take it to another
level."
Irsay predicted George's abilities would set the tone for the Colts in the
1990's.
"We feel that throwing the football is the way you have to be successful," he said. "I really don't think we've thrown the football consistently
in a way we'd like to see, probably since Bert Jones left in the late
1970's.'
The agreement will make George the highest paid rookie in NFL history. Among current players, George's package would rank below only
(Coned on page 9)
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Proctor will wait by the phone for NFL call
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledgor & Tim.. Asst. Sports Editor

Michael Proctor will stay by the
phone on Sunday, and possibly on
Monday, waiting to find out what
his next mission will be.
Known as "The Field General"
during his stellar career at the helm
of the Murray State offense, Proctor is expecting to get a call during
the 1990 NFL Draft which begins
tomorrow and concludes on
Monday.
Proctor, who rewrote the Murray
State and Ohio Valley Conference
record books, is hoping to move up
the next step, into the competitive
world of the National Football
League.
But that is out of his hands right
now. All he can do is sit and wait.
"I should go," he said. "But I
don't know when. I'll just have to
stay by the phone and let the chips
fall where they may."
For one whose football career
has been in his own control since
he took command of the Racers
midway through his freshman year
and guided them into the NCAA
Division 1-AA playoffs, the draft
process, and his future in football,
is out of his reach.
Proctor's draft stock seems to
put the Racer standout in the
middle rounds to anywhere towards
the end of the draft.
"I think he'll get drafted," Proc-

tor's agent Mark Mottez said. "I've
heard a lot of good things about
him. He'll get picked up. It's just
you don't know where."
Proctor has been hurt, like most
seniors, by the influx of underclassmen available for this year's
draft. In addition to an already
deep senior class, quarterbacks like
Jeff George and Andre Ware have
come out early, throwing Proctor
down on NFL team draft boards.
"I think it has definitely hurt
me," Proctor said. "Four Quarterbacks have come out early, so I've
been pushed back for spots."
"It has hurt him in the number of
teams interested in him," Mottez
said. "For example, Indianapolis
was interested in Michael later in
the draft, but since they have now
paid a big price for Jeff George,
they won't take Michael in the fifth
or sixth round."
Scouts like Proctor's arm, his
size and his touch, but have some
questions whether or not he can
throw deep. Pryor helped his
draft status by having a great game
in the King Classic, an all-star
game in January, and with a solid
workout in an NFL combine workout in Indianapolis.
"Ilit in great shape," Proctor
said. "I've been throwing, my
arm's ready, and I've been lifting
weights and running. I'm ready if a
team calls me. I just want that shot.
MICHAEL PROCTOR
I just want to get on a team."
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Local sports

Two Lady Racers move into tennis finals
Staff Report
Lsclgsr & Tirnss Sports

Two Murray State Lady Racers
moved into the finals of the 1990
OVC women's tennis tournament
in Richmond, Ky. this weekend.
Both Celine Neefkcs at No. 2,
and Bobbi Koehn at No. 3 posted
two victories on Friday to move
into Saturday's final.
Neefkes defeated Angel Martin
of Tennessee State, 6-1, 6-0 in the
first round, and downed Asa Helmerson of Austin Peay 6-2, 5-7,
6-2 in the semis. She will face Yacl

Soresman of Middle Tennessee in
the finals.
Koehn edged Kerni Barnett of
Eastern Kentucky 7-5, 6-4 in the
semifinals, after eliminating
LaShonn Jones of TSU in the first
round. She will face Kelly Williamson of Middle in the finals.
Twp MSU doubles teams also
won their first round matches, with
Neefkes and Koehn combining to
post a 6-3, 6-3 victory at No. 1,
while Becky Naughton and Allison
Carr were 6-1, 6-1 winners at No.
3.
In other singles play, Corine

Diderick was defeated in the semifinal at No. 1 singles, falling to
Shannon Peters of Austin Peay,
6-0, 6-2, after defeating EKU's
JOanne Dilanni 4-6, 6-3, 7-6 in the
first round.
Lana Allock had to retire in th
third set of the semifinals at No. 4,
falling to Tina Peruzzi of EKU.
She early had knocked out Katlicleen McCoin of Tennessee Tech,
6-1, 6-0.
At No. 5, Naughton defeated
Tech's Maggie Walpole, 6-1, 6-1,
before losing to Angie Leake of
MTSU in the semis. At No. 6, Alli-

son Can defeated Tech's Krista
Beverly, 6-3, 5-7, 6-4, before falling in the semifinal to Katrina
Beuchler of Middle.
Singles, doubles and the team
title will be decided today, before
the men take the courts at Eastern
Kentucky for their title matches on
Sunday and Monday.
• • •
BASEBALL
A streaky season continued for
the Calloway County Lakers Friday
afternoon, as they defeated Marshall County 9-1.
(Cont'd on page 9)
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Holman flirts with perfect game against A's
From AP Reports
The gopher bit Nolan Ryan, Brian Holman and Rick Reuschel Friday
But for the gopher ball, Ryan would have allowed only one hit, and
Holman wouldn't have allowed any.
Holman lost his bid for baseball's 13th perfect game with two outs in
the ninth inning Friday night on pin Jiitter Ken Phelps' home run, and
wound up with a one-hitter as the
Mariners beat the Oakland Athletics 6-1.
.4
"I'm glad it happened that way and 'not a bloop single or something,"
Holman said. "I didn't think he was going to swing at the first pitsk You
can second-guess that all you want. Maybe I should've thrown him a
breaking ball."
Phelps led American League pinch hitters last seasn with 11 hits and

three home runs.
"I was glad I broke it up," Phelps said. "I don't feel like a villain.
Remember, the Mariners had me once."
Holman (2-1) was trying to pitch the first no-hitter in the Mariners' 14
seasons. His attempt came nine days after California's Mark Langston and
Mike Witt combined to no-hit Seattle.
Ryan knows all about no-hitters, and about having them broken up. He
has pitched a record five gems, and lost the same number in the ninth
inning.
On Friday night in Texas, Ryan got his 292nd career victory, giving up
three hits — two of them home runs — in seven innings as the Rangers
beat New York 6-5.
"I had a tight right calf and decided it was best I didn't go longer," the
(Cont'd on page 9)

Cook reheats Sunday's shutout against Cards
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Louis Cardinals wish Dennis Cook,
a Philadelphia Phillies left-hander
ticketed at the start of the year for
the bullpen, would go back there.
"He was better tonight than the
last time," Manager Whitey Herzog said following Cook's threehitter in Philadelphia's 3-0 vuctory
Friday night over St. Louis.
"He changed speeds well," said
Herzog in comparing Cook's performance to 8 2-3 shutout innings
five days earlier in another victory
over the Cardinals. "He had real
good stuff."
Cook's victory, his second threehitter in his last three starts extending to September 1989, also
impressed Phillies manager Nick
Leiva
' way
"The
he's pitching, I don't
see how I can put him back in the
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bullpen," Leyva said. "We were
going to go with four starters
(instead of five) because of the way
our schedule's set"
Cook (2-0) maintained his
mastery over St. Louis — the vicMOLLIES 3, CAPIDINALS 0
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Urn in five of his 11 lifetime victories — with a two-strikeout, threewalk performance requiring only
109 pitches.
"Anytime I can get a win it feels
great," Cook said. "All my breaking balls, my changeups, I was
being able to throw for strikes.
With any team in the major
leagues, you have to work ahead
(on the count)."
It was Cook's third shutout in 24
major league starts, matching the
three-hitter he pitched last Sept. 29
in a 2-0 victory over the Montreal
Expos.
"I felt like I had to bear down
from the opening gun because
these guys do have a good team.
They have some fast runners and
some guys who can hit the ball out
of the park," Cook said.
"Whenever they get somebody on

base it's a threat."
The Cardinals, scoreless in their
last 17 innings, have managed just
six runs while losing three of their
last four games.
Cook, who permitted only Todd
Zeile's leadoff double in the fourth,
Jose Oquendo's two-out single in
the seventh and a one-out double
by Pedro Guerrero in the ninth, has
shut out St. Louis for 17 2-3
innings. He beat the Cardinals 4-0
Sunday with final-out relief from
Roger McDowell.
The victory lowered Cook's
earned-run average to 0.44 by
extending his string of shutout
innings to 19 1-3, covering his two
starts ads previous stint in relief.
Cook's ERA at Busch Stadium
prior to Friday night was 7.47.
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Actions& Reactions

Holman ...

Baseball

(Coned from page 8)
43-year-old Ryan said after his second victory over the Yankees in six
days. "I had my best stuff of the year but I agreed with (Manager) Bobby
Valentine that I should come out."
In other AL games, Toronto trounced Kansas City 17-6, Milwaukee
beat Boston 5-0, Baltimore downed Detroit 6-0 and Minnesota routed
California 13-1. Chicago at Cleveland was rained out, the third Indians'
home game to be postponed this season because of bad weather.
Holman came close to the first perfect game in the majors since Cincinnati's Tom Browning stopped Los Angeles on Sept. 16, 1988. In all, there
have been 12 perfect games of at least nine innings since 1900. Holman
struck out seven in ending Oakland's six-game winning Weak. The
defending World Series champions lead the league with an 8-2 record
while Seattle, which had lost three in a row, is worst at 3-8.
With Reuschel on the mound, San Diego's Jack Clark wu thinking
about taking the night off.
Instead, he dragged his .127 lifetime average against the San Francisco
pitcher to the plate for a confrontation he won't soon forget.
Neither will Giants manager Roger Craig, who decided to walk Tee),
Gwynn - a .340 career hitter against Reuschel - to get at Clark. The
result was a three-run homer that helped the Padres to a 9-2 victory Friday night.
"I was beginning to feel like I should ask for a day dff," Clark said,
recalling that former Manager Whitey Herzog had permitted him to sit
much of the time against Reuschel when Clark played for Si Louis.
Instead, Clark answered the challenge.
"Any time they walk the guy in front of you and you don't come
through it's awfblly disappointing," he said. "... He's gotten me a few
times. It was good to get him, too."
Clark's homer off Reuschel (1-1) highlighted a five-run inning that
backed Ed Whitson (1-0), who allowed nine hits, walked none and struck
out three while throwing just 87 pitches in San Diego's first complete
game.
Elsewhere in the National League, it was Houston 4, Los Angeles 2;
Philadelphia 3, Si Louis 0; Montreal 2, New York 1, and Pittsburgh 9,
Chicago 4 in a game stopped in the seventh inning by rain. Cincinnati,
unbeaten in eight games, was rained out at home against Atlanta.

CINCINNATI - Pete Rose was free on his own recognizance after a federal
aidge accepted his guilty pleas to two felony tax charges The former Cincinnati
Reds star banned from baseball last year for gambling, admitted he cheated on
his taxes by failing to report $354,968 during a lour-yew period.
The two counts of filing false federal income tax returns could mean a six-yew
jail term and $500,000 in fines for the former Reds manager As pan of the plea
sningement, the government agreed not to pursue any other tax charges against
Rose.

Golf
AUSTIN, Texas - Dale Douglass and Charles Goody birdied six holes in a row
and nine of their last 1110 expand their lead to six strokes after two rounds of the
Legends of Gott tournament The runaway leaders combined for a 10-under-par 62
and completed 36 holes in 121, a record 23 under par in the 13-yew-old bener-ball
event Defending champions Al Geiberger and Harold Henning, are tar back in second place, with a 127.
GREENSBORO, N.C. - Jim Gallagher Jr posted three birdies and a bogey for
his second straight round of 70 and a one-stroke lead over a tightly-packed field at
the midway point of the Greater Greensboro Open Possibly because of the fear of
the high rough at Forest Oaks Country Club, most players failed to make any
ground on par, despite favorable weather. FOLK golfers were at 3-under-par 141,
seven more were at 142, 10 were at 143 and another 10 were at even-par 144
OGAWAMACHI, Japan - Norirni Terasawa, who birdied six holes on the back
nine, and Masumi Inaba shot 4-under-par 68s to share the first-round lead in the
$51,200 Nasu Ogawa Women's Open Terasawa birdied the 10th, 12th, 14th, 16th,
17th and 18th holes for a back-nine 30 on the 6,067-yard, par-72 Nasu Ogawa
Golf Club course.

Tennis
LARGO, Fla. - Top-seeded Monica Seles of Yugoslavia and No. 2 Arantxa
Sanchez Vicario of Spain cruised into the semifinals of the Eckerd Open Soles
extended her winning streak to 13 with a 6-2, 6-0 victory over No. 8 Susan Sloane
in a match that lasted just 44 minutes. No. 3 Conchita Martinez of Spain, the
defending champion, beat Cammy MacGregor 6-2, 6-3.
NICE, France - Top-seeded Jay Berger, the last remaining seed, was ousted
from the Philips Open tennis tournament, losing to Andrei Cherkasov 2-6, 6-1, 6-3.
In other quarterfinal matches, Juan Aguilera beat Jakob Hlasek 6-4, 6-4; Guy
Forget beat Goran Prpic 7-6 (9-7), 6-2; and Marc Rosset beat 17-year-old Fabrics
Santoro 6-0, 5-7, 6-2.
SEOUL, South Korea - Pat Cash defeated Gilad Bloom 6-3, 6-3 to advance
the final of the $140,000 Korea Open tennis championships. Cash will meet Alex
Antonitsch in Saturday's championship match at the Olympic Tennis Courts Antonitsch beat Dan Goldie 4-6, 6-3, 7-6 (7-0).

COLUMBUS, Ohio- Heavyweight champir James Douglas has filed tor divorce, his wile's attorney said. Robin Stith, attorney for Bertha Douglas, said Douglas
alleges gross neglect of duty and incompatibility. The Douglases have been married since 1986. They separated in September, but Stith said they have been back
together "for a few months" She said she did not know exactly how long Douglas
won the heavyweight title in February by knocking out Mike Tyson.

Colts ...
(Cont'd from page 8)
two other quarterbacks: Buffalo's Jim Kelly and Philadelphia's Randall
Cunningham. It is equal to Bernie Kosar's contract with Cleveland.
He will make more money than Joe Montana, John Elway and Dan
Marino.
George, modeling a blue Colts No. 11 jersey during a Friday evening
news conference, said he would be ready to challenge veterans Chris
Chandler and Jack Trudeau for the starting job this fall.
"I'm an action guy. This is just an ideal place for me. I expect a lot of
great things are going to happen for me and Indianapolis in the next
year,'' George said.
Meyer said the team hoped to evaluate the three quarterbacks in minicamp and training camp before making a decision on trading either of the
two veterans.
"You need more than one quarterback toile successful day in and day
out," Meyer said. "We feel out of these three quarterbacks, two will
emerge."
However, Irsay would not rule out a trade involving Trudeau or Chandler before spring practice begins.
George's contract is worth nearly 40 percent more than the six-year,
$11 million pact that brought top pick Troy Marian to Dallas last year.

Two Lady ...
(Cont'd from page 8)
The Lakers began the season
running off four in a row, before
dropping six straight, and now are
in the midst of a modest threegame winning streak.
"Our defense as the key," Laker
coach Randy McCallon said. "We
made some excellent plays, and
that's what we're going to have to
do."
The Laker pitching staff got a
boost from Pookie Jones. In his
third start of the year, Jones went
the distance, striking out nine
Marshals, and walking just two.
Meanwhile, the Lakcrs finally
got to MCHS starter Craig Clevidence for two runs in the bottom of
the fourth, when third baseman
David Potts doubled into left center
and scored on a triple to right by
rightfielder Alan Miller.
Jones surrendered an unearned
run in the top of the fifth, but Scott
Adams gave Jones some breathing
room with a two-run homer to leftfield. Calloway took advantage of
three Marshall errors and a hit
batsman to score three more runs in
the batom of the fifth, and Jones
socked a two-run homer to right in
the bottom of the sixth.
Calloway host I doubleheader
with Christian County this afternoon, before traveling to Reidland
on Monday and across town to face
Murray at 7 p.m:* Tuesday night.
• • •
SOFTBALL
The Murray High Lady Tigers
downed Fulton County 13-0 Friday
night in high school softball action.

The Lady Tigers jumped out to a
3-0 lead, and coasted to an easy
win, with single runs in the second
and third and four runs each in the
fourth and fifth.
A scheduled second game was
rained out.
The Lady Tigers were paced by
a three-hit performance from Leslie
Weatherford, as she stroked a double and two singles. Mary Catherine Wooldridge pounded out three
hits, while Jada Coker had two
singles.
The Lady Tigers will host Reidland Monday afternoon.
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Ellis hits a record nine
3-pointers in Sonic win
by The Associated Press
While the Cleveland Cavaliers
were nailing it down in the East,
Dale Ellis was filling it up in the
West.
"I felt very confident when I
shot the ball, I knew it was going
in the basket," Ellis said after setting an NBA record with nine
3-pointers as the Seattle SuperSonics beat the Los Angeles Clippers
121-99 Friday night and closed in
on a playoff berth.
Ellis, who set a club record with
seven 3-pointers in an overtime,,
victory in Sacramento the previous
night, finished with 36 points in
Seattle's regular-season home
finale. He made nine of 113-point
shots and 13 of 16 shots overall.
With the victory, the Sonics
moved into sole possession of the
eighth and final playoff berth in the
Western Conference. The Houston
Rockets dropped out of a tie with
the Sonics when they lost 121-120
to the "Dallas Mavericks.
The Sonics (41-40) can wrap up
their playoff berth over Houston
(40-41) with a victory at Golden
State on Sunday in their final
regular-season game. But if the
Sonics lose and Houston takes its
regular-season finale at home
against Utah, the Rockets will go
to the playoffs instead of the Sonics because of a tie-breaker based
on conference record.
Meanwhile, the NBA playoff
picture in the Eastern Conference
was cleared up when the Cavaliers
secured the final berth with a
118-104 victory over Orlando. The
Cavs nosed out the Atlanta Hawks,
126-112 winners over the New
York )(nicks.
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RALEIGH, N.C.- Connecticut athletic director Todd Turner was named athletic
director at North Carolina State, the first permanent athletics chief the school has
had since Jim Valvano dropped the title last year. Turner said Valvano's dismissal
as basketball coach earlier this month played a role in his decision to take the job
Turner, a Raleigh native, will assume the post July 1, succeeding interim director
Harold Hopfenberg. Hoptenberg was named to the position last fall after Valvano's
dismissal as athletic director Valvano was relieved of his coaching duties on April
7 after allegations of point-shaving.
• • •
LOS ANGELES- Attorneys for the family of Hank Gathers tiled a $32.5 million
suit accusing Loyola Marymount University, Coach Paul Westhead and 12 other
defendants of responsibility for the basketball star's death. The suit also alleges
that Gathers was not made aware of the heart risk he faced if he continued to play
basketball; that he was not treated quickly enough when he collapsed during a
March 4 game; and that Gathers' heart medication was reduced at the request of
Westhead because the player's performance was off. Westhead has denied making such a request. Gathers died about two hours after he collapsed.

Boxing

Fleer

• • •

College Basketball
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In other NBA games, it was
Miami 117, Washington 112; Boston 120, Chicago 116; Detroit 121,
Indiana 115 in overtime; San Antonio 112, Denver 108; Utah 97,
Minnesota 89, and Phoenix 123,
Golden State 106.
Ellis had 22 points at halftime,
making five of six 3-pointers as the
Sonics held a 73-42 lead. He
started the final quarter with eight
3-pointers and on the bench, but
Sonics coach Bernie Bickerstaff
inserted him into the game with
8:49 to go.
"Bernie said to go in and hit
that last 3," said Ellis, who sank
his ninth 3-pointer with 6:02 to go
for a 111-83 Seattle lead.
Ellis broke the NBA record of
eight 3-pointers held by three players: Rick Barry for Houston in
1980, John Roche for Denver in
1982, and Michael Adams for Denver last season.
Charles Smith led the Clippers
with 23 points.

GB 110 Streak
7-3 Won 2
5-5 Loa 2
5-5 Won 2
2-5-5 Won 1
1-44 Lost 2
1-44 Lost 1

Horns
4-2
2-3
2-4
2-2
2-3
2-5

Away
3-2
4-2
4-1
3-4
3-3
2-2

GB L10 Streak
141-0 Wang
6-4 Won 1
5-5 Lost 1
4-6 Won 1
z-3-7 Low 3
1-7 Lost 6

Horne
2-0
3-1
2-2
3-5
0-5
1-5

Away
6-0
3-3
5-3
1-1
3-2
0-2

Phiadelphia (Mulholland 1-0) at St Louis
(DeLeon 1-0) 705 pm
Houston (Caro/ 0-0) at Los Angers (Valerausia
0-21. 905 pm
San Fromm:after...or 2-0111 San Diego (Hurt
0-1) 905 pm
Sunday's Games
Montreal at New York 12 35 pm
Atlanta at Ctncinnta 1 15 pm
Philadelphia at St Lore. 1 15 P m
Pittsburgh at Chicago 120 pm.
Houston al Loa Angeles 306 p m
San Franoaco at San Diego 706 pm

SIDE LINED
Ozzie Snail ski nO1 Warn LO St Louis' 'new until at oast Sunday He has mimed three gams soh a
serained pen
STATUS
- Mole third barman ikmed Johnson sat out Friday rord's gams because of•rruscie spasm in his lose"
back Ns Wald Is My-to-day
- Loa Angeles oulteidet KU Daniels Sit Friday 'satire game In the lifth tnning wan a mtolcia Strain in pis lie

••i

Located next to Theresa's Country Kitchen

Home Run Hobby Shop"
*Over 500,000 Cards
*Stamps & Supplies *Coins & Supplies
And... Adding Daily!
603 S. 4th St.

Open Mon.-Fri. 2-9 p.m.; Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m

4th Annual

Racer Classic
Saturday, April 28
8:30 a.m.
Shotgun Start
Frances E. Miller Golf Course
Hwy. 280
- Six Man Scramble Format PRIZES: 1st, 2nd, 5th, 10th, 15th and Last Place

SINCE 1938
'QUALITY CONCRETE -ON -TIME'

Serving the
Murray & Calloway Co. Area

ENTRY FE& 575/Person
(All proceeds go to MSU Racer Athletics)

CONTESTS: Hole-in-One (Win a New Car)
Closest-to-the-Pin • Putting • Longest Drive

*Raffle
*Auction
.CONCRETE BLOCKS .CEMENT 'SAND
'GRAVEL 'CRUSHED STONE
•MASONRY CEMENT 'LANDSCAPING PEA-GRAVEL

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray

753-3355

Registration & Information
Bill Rayburn - Tournament Coordinator

CALL 762-6813
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Advance crew begins cleanup
of oil spill in William Sound
and providing protection for wildlife spring migration into the
sound, the company said.
A ship left Seward on Friday to
work on areas that may need atten
tion before the mail cleanup
resumes May 1 because they may
be closed later due to wildlife
activity, Exxon spokesman Joe
Tucker in Anchorage said.

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) —
An advance crew began work in
two environmentally sensitive areas
in Prince William Sound, 10 d
before Exxon Corp. was to
its general cleanup of the Exxon
Valdez oil spill.
The work is aimed at enhancing
conditions for commercial fishing

curting
Association

Cutting
Horse Show

MSU staff elected to Staff Congress

Lisa J c ffzc y

Jennifer Young

• Ten staff members at Murray
State University were elected to
serve three-year terms on the Staff
Congress in the annual election on
the campus Tuesday.
Two represesntatives from each
of four personnel categories and
two at-large delegates won seats.
They are:
Secretarial/clerical — Cindy
Maglinger, secretary/scheduling in
food service; and Jennifer Young,

international admissions clerk in
admissions and records.
General — Rhonda Lamb, supervisor in food service; and Barbara
Ramsey, Sugar Cube/information
desk manager in food service in the
Curris Center.
Physical plant — Lisa Jeffrey,
custodian; and Randall Kursave,
plasterer.
Executive/managerial/
professional — Gene Biby, assistant director of housing; and Lynn

Richard, director of cooperative
education and placement.
At-large — Susan Alexander,
senior laboratory assistant at the
Breathitt Veterinary Center in
Hopkinsville; and Wayne Harper,
associate director for grounds
maintenance in the physical plant.
The Staff Congress at Murray
State represents more than 700
staff members and was organized
in 1983 to act as an advocate of
staff concerns.

MSU Expo Center

Saturday, April 21 - 1:00 p.m.
Sunday, April 22 - 10:00 a.m.
Sponsored in part by these fine merchants
Hutson Ag
Red Oak Farm
to Britchesd,
kun
Louie's Steak House
Tack Shop)
ot
111.110,
,
Pockets Convenience Store
Oda
Shoney's Inn 1111000PIC.*4
6
1 ill
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet GEO

dp.f.
Germ Biby

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— The Columbia astronauts are
waiting in the shadow of next
week's Discovery flight before
they are given the go-ahead to fly
into space with their astronomy
laboratory.
While the seven Columbia astronauts have been preparing for their
nine-day flight to observe ultraviolet rays and X-rays in deep
space, the spotlight has been on
Discovery's mission to deploy the
$1.5 billion Hubble Space Telescope. That mission was delayed
by two weeks but liftoff is scheduled for Tuesday morning.
"We joke around that if they
don't get out of the way, we'll run
over them," said Columbia Commander Vance Brand, whose mission is scheduled for a May 9
blastoff.
Discovery is poised pn one
launch pad at Cape Canavehl, Ha.,

Highway 94 East -- Murray, Ky.
Dr. Lynn MayalL Pastor
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Randy Kui-aave

Astronauts wait to fly astronomy lab

Eastwood
Baptist Church
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Prayer Meeting

Susan Alexander

ACROSS

2

(
1.‘"LOVE WORTH FINDING

Sunday:

Cindy Maglinger

CF

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Nursery Provided For All Services

PUBLIC INVITED
Transportatiol Provided Call 759-1320

and Columbia was scheduled Sunday to be rolled out to another pad
1.6 miles away.
Two shuttles have not been on
separate pads simultaneously since
January 1986, when Challenger
was moved to the pad ohile Columbia was awaiting launch. Challenger exploded 10 days after Columbia landed.
While the Columbia astronauts
gave their pre-flight press conference Friday at Houston's Johnson
Space Center, technicians at Cape
Canaveral were installing Hubble's
powerful batteries in preparation
for launch.
The batteries will power the telescope from the time it is disconnected from Discovery's power
system until its energy-collecting
solar panels are unfurled in space.
Hubble, once in orbit 380 miles
above Earth, will be capable of
detecting objects 50 times fainter
and with 10 times greater clarity
than the best ground -based
observatory.
The Columbia crew will carry

the $100 million Astro observatory specialists Jeffrey Hoffman and
into space to observe and measure Parker. The observatory will be in
ultraviolet radiation from objects in the shuttle's cargo bay but will be
space without interference from the operated by the astronauts in the
Earth's atmosphere. The four astro- shuttle cabin.
Parise is a senior scientist in the
nomers on the crew hope the three
ultraviolet instruments and the space observatories department at
board band X-ray will shed light on the Computer Sciences Corp. in
galaxies, black holes and quasars. Silver Spring, Md. Durrance is a
"We think this has tremendous research scientist in the physics
and astronomy department at John
science potential," Brand said.
On Friday, the Columbia astro- Hopkins University.
Pilot Guy Gardner and flight
nauts noted that their observatory
should be able to relay information engineer John M. "Mike" Lounge
to the ground first, even though will be in charge of maneuvering
Hubble will get to space sooner. the orbiter so the telescopes can be
"We will be sending down sci- aimed at different points in space.
Even though the Hubble mission
ence data while space telescope is
still doing engineering checkout, has been getting most of the media
and so we should be able to beat attention, Hoffman said the two
them to the punch on getting down flights are not in competition. He
the first science data," said mis- said he teases the Discovery crew
sion specialist Robert Parker.
members, saying he'll get the
For the first time since the Chal- chance to work as a space astrolenger accident, two payload spe- nomer for more than a week.
cialists will fly into space aboard
Columbia. Ronald Parise and • "All they do is throw out a teleSamuel Durrance will be operating scope. Anybody can do that,"
the telescopes along with mission Hoffman joked.
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608 Main St.
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• Siding

Sunday, April 22

• Doors

Guest Speaker, Harold Hazelip,

• Decks

President of David Lipscomb University, Nashville, 7'n.

VII

TH0.5E
RIGHT'
BET TO
CAREF

• Garages

Topics
• All types of
Home
Improvement

20% Off
All Roofing Cost

9:00
10% Off Garages
Attached or Detached

FREE Gutters

Financing Available
with Bill
Consolidation
if needed.

with any purchase of
vinyl siding or
replacement windows.
Many colors & styles to
choose from.

Call Anytime for FREE Estimate
MURRAY: 753-0909
HOPKINSVILLE: 886-1043
1-800-273-9127
c1,0(§ ,pticx\e'
0,

Fax # 753-2051
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100% FINANCING AVAILABLE
Licnsed • Bonded • Insured
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10:20
11:00-12:30

"Jesus, Our Best Friend"
"How To Be Friends With Your Children"
•

12:30-1:00
1:00-1:45

Lunch Will Be Served
Congregational Singing
Freed-Hardeman University

Chorus Presentation
6:00

IN ALL 1
Sok1417Y41C
T1-115 15

Till

"Developing Fellowship"

You are invited to join us for
any or all of the day's activities.
MEP
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Commonwealth gets second warship
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In 1895, Kentucky had a U. S.
The USS Kentucky will be
a ship in 1898, when Christine
Navy warship named after her. christened Aug. 11, 1990 in
Bradley, daughter of former Gov. such prominent admirals as Adm.
GroNow almost 100 years later, there ton, Conn. Otis A. Singlet
ary, William 0. Bradley, christened the William S. Sims, chief naval officis a brand new USS Kentucky - chairman of the
first USS Kentucky. She christened er of World War I and Adm. HusUSS Kentucky
submarine, that is.
Commissioning Committee, said
the ship with a bottle of water pre- band E. Kimmel, Pacific fleet coinThe new USS Kentucky, a Tri- the committee is trying to raise
sented by the Women's Christian
mander during the attack on Pearl
dent fleet ballistic missile submar- funds to "properly
Temperance Union. An indignant Harbor and a native Kentuckian,
ship
honor
the
the, has a new logo to go along and
the Commonwealth at her crowd unofficially broke small hot- was primarily used to train naval
with it, chosen from 160 designs
tles of whiskey against the ship's engineers during World War I.
christening and commissioning
made by Kentuckians. The winning ceremonies."
side. A crowd of 20,000 was said Thereafter the Kentucky performed
logo by Damon Farmer of LexingThere was a conflict as to what
to have attended.
various training _duties and wai,
ton features an Ohio class submar- was considered proper honoring
The first battleship, served by scrapped in the 1920s.
of
inc like the Kentucky, a Kentucky
long-rifle and a horseshoe. It also
sports the ship's name, fleet number and the crew's motto, "Thor_.
,04
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oughbred of the Fleet."
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STOCKBROKER: Risk Jockey.
2. Ad for a health club: Come in and dispose of your solid
waist.
3. The best way to cheer yourself up is to cheer somebody else
up. Mark Twain
4. Self pity is a luxury we cannot afford. Helen Cain
5. People with humility don't think less of themselves, they
just think about themselves less.
6. To be powerful, our prayers should be as numerous and as
constant as the rays of the sun.
7. Families are the guardians of our values, and the hope of
our future. They're the stars of the great American comeback.
Ronald Reagan
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Soviet Union's
economy turns
in 'abysmal'
performance
WASHINGTON (AP) --Soviet Union's economy turned
an "abysmal" performance at
year and face's the likelihood of
continued inflation and short4c\
despite President Mikhai! Gotii
chev's reform efforts, accor,:ri:
a U.S. intelligence analysis
"Soviet economic prorilcni,
reached near-crisis proporiic,
1989 as severe consumer eC
shortages, inflation
social and ethnic violcncc :c:: (.,bachev searching for wa
his economic program
track," said the report to Cor.,
"The combination of
and shortages made daii), ricserablc for all but the mil.: .vileged elements of societ.'.
the joint Central trIt,T.„'
Agency-Defense lnteiiigenei.l \.cy report.
CIA Deputy Director for
gence John L. Helgerson
Joint Economic Committee
day that the Soviet econo:7 .
formance was "abysmal
the worst since Gorbachev over" in 1985.
The report also noted a 4 ;"`C7,...7:.
to 5 percent drop in real Sovie:
defense spending last scar,
should strengthen the posil,)7. 0:
those in Congress seeking ‘1"
Pentagon budget cuts.
It forecast a "dauntingahead for the emerging dem,k7u
cies in Eastern Europe, v.iblhgt
unemployment, price incrca;es ari
falling wages. But the analysts s1i.:
Poland and other countries arc
making good starts at attracting :ha
private investment neede,!.
recovery.
Helgerson said Sovici
production dropped last
the first time in four decade" and
there were declines in the Indus:
rial, construction and transport a: on
sectors. Consumer prices rose an
estimated 6 percent and shoppers
turned to black-market sources for
goods and essentials that Acre
rationed.
In an effort to meet consumer
demand, the Soviets boosted
imports of some items and. coupled
with a decline in oil exports, piled
up a $1.4 billion trade deficit, he
said.
Overall economic growth for
1989 was about 1.5 percent, the
report said, although it noted that
figure is based on dubious statistics
and does not lake into account distribution problems that kept goods
from reaching consumers.
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By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

May 18 or until filled Send
resume. writing samples.
audition tape. references
to Search, WKMS, Box
2018 Untie Station. Murray,
Ky
42071
Equal
Opportunity,Atfirrnaeve Action Employer
ATTENTION Excellent Income for Home Assembly
Into
Work
Call
504-646-1700 DEPT
P2021
AVON phone recruiters
Work at home Convenient
hours Mature inclooduals
with pleasing personality
and phone voice self motivated Hourly salary plus
bonus For inlormabon call
753-0171
COLORTYME TV RentaM.
408 No 12th St is now
accepting applications for a
deirvery/collection person
Position with opportunity
hor advancement into management Apply in person

Murray is caught desecrating
the secret appliance burial grounds.

CONSTRUCTION/Home
improvement sales person
Confidential interviews
timited income potential
Draw on commission Vehicle furnished after 30 days
Call anytime for interview
753-0909

SNV
SPECIAL NEEDS
4()OPTION PROGRAM

CONSULTANT mature
person to help children and
adults with a serious problem Enuresis Appointment set by us Hard work
and travel required Make
$40 000-$50 CCO commission Call 1 800-826 4875
or 1 800-826 4826

't-800-432-9346
* ENTUCKv CABINET FOR NuAlAN RESOURCES

030
Card
of Thanks

1980 Ford
Fairmont SW
.Lito. PS. PR,
...or but nei.ids

436-5360
R. B. Mitchell Paving
Driveways & Parking Lots
A Speaalty

Also Seal Coating & Hauling
Contact R. B.. Guy or Rocky

753-15j7
e

Retail Space
Available in
Bel-Air Center

Call 753-4751
After 5 pm.

753-9439

CAETS Dirty? Rent
Host •D'y" Carpet Cleaner
Bck s Decorating Center.
S 4th St, Murray

•

O/7
•ANDMA Millers Bake
Sr,op at Rolling Hills
Nursery on North 12th St
Open r uesday through Sarday
9-5 30pm
'5O ;536 •
ZIDEO DATING Including
Mioray Paducah, Benton,
Confidential
Mayfieid
names exchanged only via
mutual consent For details
send self-addressed
stamped envelope to Personalized -Video Systems,
O Box 191 Murray, Ky
42071

Log Home
1)ealership
,me Manufacbui.der seeks a
..-:•air2r

high aIri and need not
L1sr 1.113 ,:taIrtsrlt em,te building astraining. and
,ded Must have
t,. m,in4age.purh.,..e, •.el m ode{ starting
':!Dial i -K0f)20 ;1.1'4
:1•

BRENTWOOD
1.()G I1()M ES

The family of Or
zul Whitlow would
like to express our
thanks and appreciation to everyone
that shared our
grief with us. The
flowers, memorials,
and cards were
beautiful. We thank
Bro.
Heyward
Roberts for his message, Roy Hensel
for singing, and
Mrs. Oneida White
as organist. The
pallbearers
we
thank and tww.cially Terry and Karen Isaacs of the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home for the
greatest care and
service. We also appreciate the help
and care given by
West View Nursing
Home and staff, and
Dr. Gary Marquardt fur his faithful care. May God
bless each of you is
our prayer.
Geneva Pace
and family

050
Last
And Found
LOST 1 year old, declawed, male cat Silky
gray, short hawed on head
and shoulders, longerhaired on rest VERY
bushy tailed Answers to
'AXLE Call 753-4173 after 4prn weekdays any
time weekends Reward

,••••••••

46
,
,
... 0

....lard

ANNOUNCER/Reporte
for 100,000 watt NPR atfili
:27 River Rock Blvd
ate In Western Ky Loca
`iturfieestviro, TN 3712LI
host for Morning Edition
report news, produce tea
tures, work with students
PASSPORT Photos In- arid volunteers Bachelors
stant passport photos avail degree. expenence in news
able at Allison Photogra- reporting and feature production, interviewing and
phy, 753-8809
production skills, good on
as
Phoenix
Cookie
THE
air delivery Salary
seen on Phil Donahue $14,000 $18,000. salary
Show Peggy Carraway, commensurate with quake
435 4501
cations Screening to begin
025
Personals

Look out Alm°
Clear the road
Run for cover
David's a year older!
HAPPY 16th
Love You, Jan

* FINANCIAL FREEDOM •
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing mothers day and
fathers day cards For more
information send a
stamped addressed envelope to Holiday Greeting
Cards, INC P 0 Box
65748 Washington, DC
20035-5748
HELP Wanted Housekeeping for motel
474-2292. call after 5pm
HELP Wanted Workers for
a professional maid service C&C Maid Sennoe
753-MAID Don/Roy Cothran Owners

Charter
Hospital of
Paducah

RN's
Charter Hospital of
Paducah has full-lime
positions available in
our adult and adolescent CD and psyi2hiatric unit. PRN
positions are also
available.

$1,000 Sign On
Bonus for Those
Who Qualify
Mill's - BS in psycology preferred for
PRN position
If you are up to the
challenge of leadership, join us. We offer
competitive salaries
and excellent benefits
including employee
stock ownership plan.
Send resume or call:

Charter Hospital
of Paducah
Attention Human
Resources
P.O. Box 7609
Paducah, Ky.
42002-7609
(502) 444-0444
FOE
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a lob? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
riot have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E. This
proiect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTPA
J.T.P.A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
13a.m.-11.30a m

DIRECT SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
MultiVisoon
Cable
TV,has a posiDon for
a Commissioned Dtrect Salesperson

WE OFFER:
Estmated income $201(+
Great WIA Atmosphere
Career Opportuntles
Bonuses

We are providing a State-Approved
Nurse Aide Training Program for those
who are accepted. We will also arrange
and pay for Vocational School testing
for those completing our program. This
will put your name on the State's
Registry of Nurse Aides
Apply in person at:
West View Nursing Home
1401 South 16th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
EOE 111/F

Owen's
Food Market

Good Communication Skills
Solid WOK Ethics
Strong ClosirgAbilty

CONTACT:

Teresa Pickett
at
1-800-822-9679

FURNITURE, appliances
glassware One item or a
houseful
Days
502-492 8175, nights
901-247-5518
LOOK in the attic, basement, closets for 12' G I
Joes, Barbies Top prices
paid 436-5608

TAKING applications for
cooks and waitresses
Apply in person
Wednesday Sunday Valley
Drive-In Hwy 94E

090
Situation
Wanted

YOU MUST HAVE:

A good body and fender
repairman who is retired,
would like to work at a good
body shop and earn the
amount he can earn and
not offset his retirement
pay 1-901-247-5456

BUSINESS Secretary typing, filing general office
duties Available immediEOE - M/F
ately 2-3 years experience ExtensNe computer
IMMEDIATE opening for experience 753-3743.
kitchen help at Big Apple CUSTOM tilling with TroyCate 'Must be 21 'Apply in bit
Any size garden
call $20 and up 436-5259
or
person
901-247-5798
GENERAL house and office cleaning References
supplied 753 4897 or
753-6737
What's brown and gold

isn
Articles
For Sale
1989 WOODS commercia
mower with 241 hours on it
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61' mower deck
437-4171

Shp CRAFTSMAN rear tine
bller, 4hp Gilson front brie
tiller (needs work), 4hp
Craftsman self prop
mower, 3 5hp Murray push
mower Call after 6pm,
492-8433
ANTIQUE oak filing cabinet, $300, 23,000 BTU
kerosene heater, $65, like
new Shp garden tiller, $185;
Sears dehumidifier, $55;
men's' diamond wedding
band, $300; Sears treadmill, $300; 10 gallon castiron wash kettle, $35, bee
hives, $25, large bug light,
covers 17, ecre, $50.
489-2440.

and makes more money?
The J.B. Hunt driver.
its no secret that JO Hunt
dnvers get their share of teasing in the truck stops
They wear uniforms in a laid
where the T-shirt and worn out
leans are the usual attire
BJ1 who gets the last iai.g0
They do

8 Hunt pays the best
salaries In the business and
prudes a hal range ot company pad benefits
ii you want to see the color ol
our money cat
1.800-6413331
J.B. Hunt
Where the driver matters
Subject to drug screen.
An equal opportunity employer

MINI HOME fix the elderly
room for 2 elderly ladies,
complete 24 hour care, excellent conditions, like being at home 435-4167
SOCIAL Worker with B S
degree seeking employment Willing to relocate
753-1844
WANTED yards to mow in
town 759 9912
WILL mow
753-0098

lawns

WILL sit with elderly or sick
day or night, or would live
in References and experience. Call 753-4590 for
more information

100
NOW hiring at Murray SewBusiness
ing Center Bel Air ShopOpportunity
ping Center, 753-5323 Experience in sewing needed EXCELLENT BUSINESS
Apply in person
OPPORTUNITY. 3-subNOW hiring all positions. marine sandwich/yogurt
Apply in person Shoney's shops, fully equipped and
Inn. No phone calls. please operating Ready to be
franchised Located in MurOFFICE experience com- ray, Paducah, Lone Oak.
puter„filing, typing. Truck- Call for appointment
ing related background 618-524-3388.
helpful Call Edwina at Di110
rect Connection Truck
Lines Inc 1-800-523-4932.
Instruction

ARIENS or Snapper 261n
riding mower $275 each
492-8350
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding. See our
coins, silver dollars, proof
sets and hobby supplies at
the Home Run Hobby
Shop, 603 S 4th St. We
also have a full selection of
coins at the Treasure
House (Murray), Ox Yoke
(Hazel), Old Tobacco
Towne (Mayfield) and Mercantile (Aurora) Blue Door
Antiques (Hazel) offers our
foreign coins and paper
money We appraise estates and actively buy
coins. 753-4161
COMPUTER for sale
Toshiba T1000 laptop with
case, software $575
753-5206 after 6pm
MOWER blades over 400
sizes in stock 301n. Snapper blade $699, Snapper
68in belt $5 99, Snapper
drive disc $4.49. Wallin
Hardware Downtown Paris
MARINE starting batteries
85amp, $39.99, Marine
trolling batteries 105amp,
$4999 Wallin Hardware
Downtown Paris, TN Open
all day Saturday's

,41111n..

PROFESSIONAL SALES
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
-Guaranteed weekly Salary
plus Commsson
'Full Time Scheduled
Hours
'Sell the Number One Import - Toyota
Prior Automotive Sales
Experience Not Necessary
tExtensive In-House Training Program
.
4•Aedical and Lie Insurance Benefit.
Toyota of Murray S looking tor highly motivated
women and men to join
their professorial sales
staff. Thtsounique sales
career opportunity offers
unlimited earnings potentiall If you are seriously
interested in making more
money while enioyiiig a
rewarding career in profits&oral sales, please apply
in person. Monday through
Friday, 1000 am to 400
p.m.
See Chad Cochran at
Toyota of Murray No
PhOne calls, please.

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Murray. KY

Phone
753-1961

SALES positron new car
dealership, pay unlimited
Excellent working conditions. Send resume to PO
Box 1040L, Murray, Ky
42071

STORE SALES MANAGERS - We are a major
retail footwear chain seeking an individual for tie
position of a Store Mena
ger Successful applicant
should have 1-2 years retail
management, but not required We offer a compentree salary, benefits package, and excellent incentive, bonus plan If you we
looking for a challenging,
tast-peced, career in retail
management please apply
in person to: Pien Pay
Shoes Central Shopping
Center 82$ 4;:; 641-North
Murray, Ky E0E/M-F

+4

INSTFIUCT1ON

LEARN TO DRIVE
0
TRACTOR-TRAILER
ALLIANCE
1111
+

TIL•Clde TRAILER

11111
1
.

POWER riding lawn
mower, manual start.
bought 1989. Illness reason for selling
759-4869

MOP

1-800-334-1203

PROM dress for sale Size
7-8, blue floor length Nevbr
been worn, $75 753-2068

TURN-KEY BUSINESS
Handling Frito-Lay, Eagle
Nabisco, Mars & similar TILLERS, Slip Bnggs &
food products. Servicing Stratton engine, chain
company secured loca- drive. $299.99. Wallin
tions No selling involved. Hardware Downtown Paris.
Independent national cen- Open all day Saturdays
sus figures show average
gross income of TROLLING motor used
sewing
$40.560,00 per year Re- twice, $60. Singer
quires approximately 8 machine, $35 00
hours per week You will 1-388-9974
need $14,500 00 cash for WATER heater round
equipment
Call electric 30 or 40gal
1-800 447-6811 Ext 1021, $129 99 Wallin Hardware
Anytime day or night & Downtown Pans Open all
Sundays.
day Saturdays

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years aty and state investigation experience
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'
Personal or Corporate
IRON bunkbeds tor sale '
Missing Persons Your
Good condition, 753-2976 needs, our specialty Call
MOVING Sale- LR & DR Confidential Investigations,
turnouts, including DR (502)753-2641
table 6 chairs, server, large
270
hutch & buffet, off white LB
Mobile
sofa, coffee & 2 end tables
Homes For Sale
with marble tops, 2 table
Sottel lamps and large ste- #1 in Tennessee *3 in tie
reo console AU top quality United States For sales of
items and in excellent con- the #1 Home Sold in the
dition Call 753-8686
United States, 'Fleetwood'
NEW and used furniture for Now in Paris Keith Baker
sale, •cheap • Call Homes - Lake Hwy 'We
753-2922 and ask for Neal will not be undersold'
1 800-748 9170
190
Farm
EclIAPelonl
5ft BUSHHOG cutter with
stump Jumper, 489-2740
DISC blades, plow points
and plow parts. Vinson
Tractor Co 753-4892.
IH 615 Combine with corn
and bean headers. Gravity
wagon and cultipacker.
931-247-5487.
MASSEY-FERGUSON 50.
Good condition. Call
492-8566 after 5pm
TIRES, new and used. flat
Ores repaired New hms
and wheels. Truck tool
boxes, 3 point seeders
Vinson Tractor Co.
753-4892

ARE you looking tor a
beautiful home that is easily
affordable and built to last?
Call 1-800-748-9170 locally call 644-0012 ask /Of
Ed Amery
BANK REPO - 1987 Tiffany
14'x70', 2BR, CA, excellent condition This could
be your dream home for
only $500 down and
$222/mo with low financing Home is located at
Stella Mobile Home Park
and can be moved if desired Phone Starks
Brothers, 527-1451 for
appointment.

Want
To Buy

Miscellaneous
30GALLON aquarium and
stand, $175 1986 Mustang
convertible, nice car.
759-9540

2BR trailer for rent No pets
753-9866

PRINTED caps 12 dozen
$2 each, 6 dozen $250
each, at Faye's 753-7743
RENT TO OWN! Storage
buildings, rent to own.
Some restrictions. Acree
Portable Buildings, Mayfield, KY, 502-247-7831.
USED storm windows and
sashes Sizes are 32x38,
32x54, 28x38, 36x38.
492-8659

Apartments
Foe Rant

NICE 2BR apartment,
partly furnished_ $200 plus
deposit_ No pets 753-1953
days, 753-0870 nights.
NICE duplex 2BR,
$375/mo Townhouse duplex 28R, $450/mo No
pets Lease, deposit required 753-3343

BLUE

Heil
blooded.
901-247-X

RAT Terri
weeks old
males $30

BOB Hale
sales an
Roberts Ri
480-2266

KOPPERUI
fors a corr
Real Estate
wide seiec
homes,
753-1 22;
1-800-251
711L

PRIME 2 at
ing lot new
200 Scotch
ducecl to
Kopperi.
753-1222

Ft

21 ACRE hil
tree tops (tr
by 3 roads)
shall Count)
Benton's lij
wild turkey
W Nanney

31 ACRE f
amount of
Includes
home, tobai
barn, plus
ings Burley
tobacco bc
Located on'
Murray $7
Kopperu
753-1222

livestock
& Supplies
3 year old REGISTERED
poll hereford bull 7 month
old registered poll heretord
bull 489-2740

For 11t
County
Is Hain

380

Ex
De

Pats
& Sr.ppiles

Immediate opening for
DOT qualified tractor trailer
driver in Murray, KY with at
least 2 years experience
Work is primarily over the
road: steady; home each
week. You will earn excellent wages and a full benefits package including
major medical, vision and dental, retirement program, and much more. For further details, call
502-753-5986. between 9 & 5, Monday-Friday ask
for Rolltns-DCS Must pass DOT physical examination and substance abuse test. Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Water, Se

Some Is

Built to
Ja
Come oar

compare q

7535344

For

Drasti

Duple)

Too Busy to Clean?
Let Us Do It for You!

C&C MAID SERVICE

- 1111
Sunroom Adds Flair
To This 3 BR, 2 B country cottage nearing
completion on Quail Creek Drive. Call the Home
Team!

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

711 Main

Free Estimates
753-NIAID

Deri-Roi

otfirmot

ours

'

JIM'S AUTO
SALVAGE
489-2101

ATTENTION
All Interested Women of the Community

A OH
Alpha Omicron Pi
is organizing a new

All Parts 30 Day Guarantee

1990 Corporation Board

We Sell
Motors,Transmissions and

on Sunday, April 22, 2 p.m.

1 Ton Chevrolet Truck Pus.

at 603 No. 16th SI., Murray

Late Model Parts, Too!

Call 762-3316 or 759-1657
For More Information.

We Buy Junk Cars
James Manning, Owner

re,

---ernms••••••••••••.rer

NEW 2BR house size
apartment Low utilities
central gas heat/aw, appliances furnished Deposit
required
$375/mo
753-8828

DEDICATED
CARRIAGE SERVICES,INC

WANT
TO BUY
Large Safe

WANT to buy broken
Wood VCR,
VCR's
753-0530

BLACK ten
poodle 5
753-5074

TRACTOR
TRAILER
DRIVERS

Appliances

Professional Maid Service With A Difference
Daily, Semi Weekly, Weekly or
-4
Monthly Maid Service
Tailorr' to Your Specific Needs
Dependably Serving Clients With Security
Checked and Bonded Employees
House Cleaning Office Cleaning, Apartment &
Commercial Cleaning - Carpet Shampooing

OLD Cokesbury hymnal or
Minder old Methodist hymnal Need another one
753-0034

AKC %gm
dles awi
901-642-9

LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back Coleman
RE 753-9898

AKC Golden Retriever pup1BR duplex, near univer- pies. 9 weeks old, shots,
Call
wormed_
sity $175/mo. 753-3630
901-644-1850_
2 BEDROOM duplex with
carport, washer/dryer hoo- BLUE heeler puppies, 7
kup $325/mo plus deposit weeks old, $30 each Cal
No pets 753-4487
after 5pm, 436-2636

Armur Grass Carp
11- 14" long. $7.50 ea
Coldwater Fish Farm.
489-2495 after 6 p.m.

C&C MAID SERVICE

MOVING cleaning out
house or, sheds, used or
antique furniture, glass,
tools, quilts One peace or
house full 642-6290
492-8594 after 6pm

LARGE 600 sq ft one bedroom apartment. No pets
Quiet residential area
$175/mo 753-4446 after
5pm

9 MONTH old male Persian
cat. 437-4151

321)

Weed Control
For Ponds

BUYING used pallets One
or a thousand Paying up to _
$1 50 each 759-4547 or
759-4772

Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.

FURNISHED apartment
with pad utilities Available
May 1st Near downtown
location 436-2755 after
4pm

AKC Usti
and ream
male $10
new 436,

370

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas
conditioned
KITCHEN table with 4 electric, air
753-5209
Oaks
Shady
swivel chairs; Maytag
dryer, Tappan Convection- ON private lot near city
awe range, sofa. 753-5800. limits and university Water
furnished, on natural gas
PLOT at Murray Memorial
Call 753-4524
Gardens 435-4167

FROSTFREE FriANTIQUES by the piece or 18ciu ft.
collections Call 753-9433 gidaire, white. New used
only 3 months. $375.
after 5pm
759-9935 after 5pm.
BUYING aluminum cans,
General Electnc
8000BTU
battery, scrap metal, copconditioner
per and Junk cars KGA window air
753-8823.
$125
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights

60" to 70" Tall
Will move it

FOR RENT- 2 bedroom duplex with garage on Northwood Dr
No pets
759-4586

COME see us - The
Largest Inventory in the
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
area'Keith Baker Homes,
3BR apartment. 1-3BR
Inc. Lake Hwy. Paris, Tn
house, 1-4BR house, both
14-16-24-28-wide homes
near Pv1SU Days 753-6111,
1 - 8 00 - 7 4 8 - 9 1 7 0
after 4 30pm, 753-0606
200
Fleetwood -North RiverSports
Franklin-full sales-Service TWO bedroom apartment,
Equipment
free set-up. 'We will not be 113 South 13th Street,
available May 7, 1990.
undersold.'
CLEVELAND Classic 1-W,
Rent $275 month with one
EASTER
SPECIAL
14x80
3 wood, 5 wood $575 Hoyears lease, Deposit $275.
North
River
3BR,
2
bath, Call 753-3488 for an
gan Apex 1-E $390
super nice $18,995 00
753-3632
application
1-800-748-9170 ask for
E -Z-GO Golf Carts J R
Electric, 753-1152, at Sulk
EXTRA Nice - 1981 mobile
van's Par 3 golf course
home 2BR, all electric
Guns for sale 1 AK47 1 $6,895 00
Call
Thompson, plus rifles and (901)644-0012 Ask for
2 BEDROOM house, new
hand guns 753-8738
Larry.
carpet, bathroom paint, re-,
brement area, $300 00 rent
USE your deed for no cash
210
plus deposit. 753-6350
down payment 'N acre &
up Keith Baker Homes CLEAN 2BR, 1 bath, good
Firewood
Lake hwy, 79, Paris
storage 9 miles 641 North
A FIREWOOD for sale 1-800-748-9170
$160 per month. 437-4154
437-4667
NICE 2BR house and also
200
WOOD for sale 436-5481
a 1BR apartment Both reMobile
cently remodeled Lease
Homes For Rent
240
required 753-4109

155

1-10

Apartments
For Rant

EXTRA nice Broyhill kvingroom suite $350 OBO
Can be seen evenings at
416 N 5th

2 FORMALS pink, size 12
$25, lavender, size 13/14,
$40 762-6620

Drivers

NEED dependable person
to work in store, lady or SMALL fleet leased to large
nabonwide carrier needs
man Full or part-time
Call
Apply in person to Joe 0T R drivers
Smith's Carpet Center 502-753-2215 Purchase
641N.
Equipment Company,
Murray

LOOKING FOR A
CAREER CHANGE?

Apply in person

320
Business
Unice*

Home
Fungehkes

Ward
To Buy

Full Time Deli
Cook Needed

250

160

140
Help
Wanted

TECHNII

We current]
Services Sui
ful candidab
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field.
Strong me<
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Fee Side
31 ACRE farm with large
amount of road frontage
Includes 7 room, 48R
home, tabacco barn, stock
barn, plus other outbuildings Burley and dark fired
tobacco bases included
Located only 5 miles from
Murray $77,500 Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222

NICE, 3BR, 1.4 bath, brick
home Central gas heat &
air Built in appliances
Large fenced in yard with
large workshop Located at
1620 Kirkwood Drive Priced in 60's Call 753-6277.
NICE 3BR aluminum siding
house on a deep lot within
city limits Priced at
$28,500 For more information caM Roberts Realty at
753-1651 or after hours call
435-4510

Good News

RED
onth
aford

For Many People of Murray/Calloway
County and New Corners To This Area.

South West Villa
Is Having Its Opening

rsian

Puphots,
:all

s, 7
Call

Sat., April 21

Expect to see a New, Beautiful
Development with a Lot to suit
Your New House.
Water, Sewer, Natural Gas tic Underground Winng

Some New Houses Already For Sale;
Built by Jimmy Rickman, Bruce Green, or
James E. Rickman Construction.
Come ow and drive down the newly paved street' alid
cunipate quality and price with anything you've teen
Enter on
Kingswood Dr.
or from Gibbs
Store Rcl
,..)

7535344

for

slier
that

INC

1002

Call for FREE list
of PROPERTIES
NICE brick 7 room house
with 30 acres of land Clean
and good condition Fence,
barn some timber About
1'5 miles East of Coldwater on Hwy 1836 489-2336
SPACIOUS 2 story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates
LR, DR, Den wiwood
burning fireplace, breakfast, Lg foyer, 2'5 baths, 2
car garage Owner anxious
to sell Phone 753 8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 pm
470
Motorcycles
1978 HONDA CX 500 motorcycle with windshield
Good condition Call
753-3114, after 5pm
1983 V65 Honda and 2
helmets $2500 753-5522
1985 HONDA Goldwing,
loaded $4500 OBO
901- 78 2- 3286 after
5 30pm
1985 HONDA 20.0X
3-wheeler Good condition,
extras $600 435-4282
80CC Yamaha 4 wheeler,
$900 (Days) 753 7680,
(nights) 759-4703

rice
the
lac h

cceiling
procall
ask
mainity

GREAT FIXER-UPPER!
'hoice location
Well
insulated Seeds new roof &
'me work
$26,500
Poplar Si 753-6546

• 480
Au..o
Services

For Sale By Owner
Drastic Price Cut - $14,995.00
Duplex - 412 N. 5th - Murray
Positive Cash Flow
606-271-0847

We can make
your car look
like new.
Hand
Only

Washed

Auto

$10

Other

$12

Hand
Wash,
clean interior &
dress tires

$19.95
TECHNICAL SERVICES SUPERVISOR
We currently have an opening for a Technical
Services Supervisor in our Murray facility Successful candidates should have the following qualifications
B S Degree in Engineering or technically related
field
Strong mechanical, electrical and electronic skills
Minimum of 2 years in supervisory role in a
manufactunng operation
Good organizational skills
Good planning skills
Good communication skills
Strong follow up abilities
Strong *people skills'
We otter a competitive salary and comprehensive
management benefit program Send resume in
complete confidence, including experience and
salary history to
Kenlake Foods
300 N. L. P. Miller Street
Murray, KY 42071
Attn.: Personnel Department
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
hsniass Foods is an Equal OPPOef
rriPiOrif

SOO
Used
Cars

AKC Lab puppies, black
HOUSE and 33 acres 3BR
arid yellow, 'wile and fe- 35005q 1t 1-slory brick at brick, 2 bath, workshop,
1336
Doran
Rd.
din,
kit,
male $100 each Ready
barn with 2 side sheds at
den wftiault coil. & wd
now 435-4532
burn fp , 3 full baths, 3 tached, tractor and tool
AKC Registered Toy Poo- bdrms w/dresa area, exer- shed 5 miles west of Ben1311
dles 8 weeks old $100 cise & Pecuzzi rrn 7 closets, ton on Hwy
901-642-9174
ig kit & breakfast area 1-527-8963
w/pantry, laund rm Ig 2
BLACK female full-blooded
car garage, ig attractive
LAKEFRONT 2BR walkpoodle 5mo old, $75
brick & quarry bee patio, 19
753-5074 or 753-2667
out basement, large deck,
lot (150'x225') phone
park like setting, gentle
BLUE Heger puppies, tull- 753-0135 after 6-00 P.M
slope Lakeway Shores
blooded, 12 weeks old
$70's 753-0119
901-247-3316
3BR, 2 bath brick, 1 owner
home with walkout baseHOMESELLERS
ment, large family room
RAT Terrier puppies 6 with wood burning stove,
REALTY
weeks old Females $25 nice bled patio, gourmet
753-0375
males $30 753-2293
kitchen 2250sq ft living
505 S. 12th St.
area on nice quiet street in
New 3bd., 2ba. oa 3
convenient location Low
ac.witla 2 car garage .
utilities 753-2206
Hugh porch. 3 Nii•. out.
$I 1 9,000 Ezell
Road
753-11673.A must see! Owner
want's offer! Great!'
BOB Haley Real Estate 507 WHITNELL
Ave 313R,
BIG REDUCTION I
sales and appraisals 1 bath, fenced
backyard, Owner wants to sell quickly
Roberts Realty 753-1651, newly decorated
Pnce reduced from 85,000 to
Reduced
489-2266
77,500 31,4, 3ba. on 159 x
to $39,900 Call owner
219
lot Please check this out
KOPPERUD REALTY of- 753-4801
before you buy In great
ten a complete range of
shape. Neal Rd 753-I600
Real Estate services with a
BEAUTIFUL
3BR
home
in
GREAT INVESTMENT!
wide selection of quality
10.5 ac,' wi1.i86' frontage on
homes, all prices Canterbury Estates Cen91W.
across from Williams
753-1222, toll tree tral heat and air, all apChapel
('hurch_ $21,900
pliances,
all
curtains
nailer 753-8354
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
custom-mad
e,
exquisite
711L
landscaping. Backyard
UST TAKE A LOOK!
PRIME 2 acre corner build- fenced, automatic lawn
inek, 3bd . 2ba w'211d Apt.
At
rear of house. Rent of $.550
ing lot near the lake Over spnnkler Excellent condimonth. $52,000
1803
200 Scotch pines Just re- tion. Priced to sell Cad
.01 Fr Rd 753-371)4
duced to $8000 Phone owner 759-1073
Kopperud Realty,
iREAT GARDEN SF'011
364, lba with 2ac lot Brick
753-1222
landscaping, grape &
NEW three bedroom 2 bath
lackberry
$1 5,000
san
home with all extras ExcelHwy 1215
753-6825 Will
-onsider
lent floor plan Must see to
reasonable offer!
Lots
appreciate Ouakty and deFor Sal.
60 AC. OF FARMLAND!
Nearly all lendable Corn,
sign Calf
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o 753-3104 753-3903 or
wheat & tobacco bases
Acre Dr Douglas Road
$800
tree tops (triangle bounded
336-2165
by 3 roads) center of Mar- NICE 3BR, 1Yr story home
NEAR MURRAY IL S
shall County. Look down on remodeled with gas heat
!Quiet neighborhood 46el .
Benton's lights! Deer and and window A/C Priced to
'2ha Dining room Well kept
wild turkey $62,500 Joe sell 753-2703
390.500 1704 Audubon 7594591 Good landscaping
W Nanney, 753-9622
450
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Noose
For UN

Noses
For Us

Hand
washed
and waxed,complete cleanup inside and out

$39.95
Call 24 Hours We Come To
You!

LOU'S
AUTO
WORKS
753-6427
485
Aule
Per%

Used
Trucks

1963 JEEP CJ5 red, excellent condition, taw bar See
to appreciate $3100
753-2064

9T7 CHEVY Caprice Excellent condition $975
753-0919

1975 CHEVROLET Monte
Carlo SkYhrifid bucket seats,
automatic, air, AM/FM cassette Good mechanical
condition $800 753 1556
before 3pm
1977 CHEVY Malibu 1
owner title, 55,000 miles.
V-8, automatic, air. 4 door,
$1800 753-8780

1977 DODGE Diplomat
Runs good Great work car
$600 OBO 753-1040 or
753-8988
1978 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Supreme, new tires
and battery 474-2371
1979 CORVETTE black
with while leather interior
Can be seen at Lee Manna
on 94E $8,000 CaN Jett at
753-4408

1980 AMC 2 door, 4-wheel
1981 98 OLDS Regency, drive car,$600 1970 Chevrolet pickup truck: p/s, p/b,
89xxx miles 753-3632
automatic, 350 $300
1981 CUTLASS Calais Air, 437-4151
tilt, cruise, t-tops, extra
sharp 437-4352

'85 OLDS CUTLASS
Supreme
Brougham CPE

1982 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Navy, 87,000 miles
$2800 753-3584

A
luxurious family
size car nadeo

1982 PONTIAC 6000, 4
cylinder Call after 5pm,
753-4530

with
equipment
and looks like t a
new Local trade
in, priced to seti

.0

Hwy. 641 No
Murray, 753-6448

'8,900

miles, balance of
7,70 warranty

OR

Cam's

Sharp and sporty,

2.2 EFI, auto, k
C. AM/FM ETR,
rear defroster and
lots more 16.8XX

'4 DO

lcrs Down
36 Months
119 APR Tax, Or Erna 0 A.0

'89 DODGE
DAYTONA

1987 GRAND Am $7000
436 5841

18214..

10% Dow,
60 Months
Ill APR Tax, tic., Extrs

1987 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass wagon Call between
9am 3prn 759-4477

Cain's

1988 CHEVROLET Sprint:
good condition, new tires,
one owner, great gas mileage 753-9299

641 No
Murray, 753-6448
Hwy.

1983 FAIRMONT 4 door,
low miles, like new 707
Sycamore
1986 BUICK 2 door, red on
red, power, air, tilt, cruise,
AM-FM cassette, 4 cylinder, 5-speed, 6903 miles,
will trade for pickup.
753-7549
1986 CHEVY Celebrity
Eurosport PS/PB, air, blt,
cruise, AM FM cassette
(Days) 489-2398, (nights)
489-2351

'89 DODGE
SHADOW
Dk burgundy me-

auto AC,
AMTM ETR, int
wperia,foiding rear

'7,800

Sea, real dean,
16,XXX fries, balance ot 7/70 war
rarity
10% Dose

12.9 APR

1979 F150 Ford 4x4 LWB, PONTOON boat slips for
351 engine, high mileage, rent Also, pontoon boats
no rust 1975 F100 Ford for rent For more informapickup for parts Camper tion caM, Cypress Bay Retop for LWB truck
sort 901-232-8221
474 2789 after 4pm
SEA Ray cruiser 24ft
1981 DODGE pickup 6 cy- weekender Twin motors
linder automatic, power $10,500 Cal 436-5598 afsteering, 21,000 miles on ter 6pm
rebuilt engine
Call
437-4714 after 4pm
530
keyless
1983 FORD XLT, fully
Wend
loaded with truck tool box
Excellent condition
A-1 TREE Service and
753-1932
Stump REWTICIPIlli Spraying
1985 CHEVY Solverado, and feeding Also tree estifully loaded (Days) mates 35 years expen489-2398, (nights) ence Glen Joiner owner
753 0906
489-2351
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
1988 BRONCO II XLT
4-wheel drive, excellent Factory trained by 3 mtecir
manufacturers Most parts
condition Must sell
in stock, on my truck All
436-2242
work and parts warranted
1989 DODGE D50 A/C
Ask for Andy at The ApPS, 5 speed, 5000 miles
pliance Works 753-2455
759 4887
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experi510
ence Used Appliances
Bobby Hopper. 436-5848
Campers
1511 CAMPER
5pm, 753-6250

Call

ahe

18ft 1977 CAMPER Dou
tile axle East end of Road
1346 east of Murray, 151
house on left, south of Old
Faxon Cross roads $2500
COVERED utility trailer. 6ft
wide, 16ft long, 4'5 tt high
$500 Slide-in camper for
pickup truck Stove, refngerator, hot water heater,
furnace, and shower, for
8ft truckbed $550.
759-4671, after 2pm
EXCELLENT condition
slide-in Colonial camper
$750. 753-5074 or
753• 2667
HOLIDAY Rambler travel
trailer, 31ft excellent condition $6500 Call 436-5598
after 6pm

60 Months
Tar, tic Eitts 0.&C.

Cain's

15hp FORCE boat motor 1
hour total running time Has
matching gas tank $950
759-4879 after 6pm

Hwy. 641 No
1986 CHEVROLET 4x4
Murray, 753-6448
SWB, loaded 1988 Procraft 1780 competitor with 1988 FORD Festiva LX
17ft PROCRAFT boat, 140
Yamaha 150 pro V Loackd low miles, AC, AM/FM cas- Evinrude trolling motor, 2
with extras 435-4532
sette stereo, tilt, aluminum depth finders extra nice
753-7708,
wheels, 5-speed manual, $5000
up to 45mpg Like new. 759-4533
Home 436-2196, office 1974 14' TRIHULL, 20hp
762-2499
Mercury, tilt trailer
759-4864

Inc.

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Finoncing On The Spot

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

Price &

GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from RICO. Corvettes,
Cheyys, Porsches, and other
confiscated properties. For
Buyers Guide 1000)4482562 eat 1774. Also open
evenings & weekends

1988 PONTIAC Grand Am.
low mileage, 4 cylinder, fuel
injected, loaded 1984 Pontiac Firebird pis, pt, air
cond , AM-FM cassette,
good condition Call
753-7455 or 492-8600
1986 CUTLASS Coera 4
door, tilt, cruise, cassette,
57,000 miles $4000
437-4723

CARS
'88 Mercury Topaz GS..'4987 FOR Sale: 1977 VW Sciracco Best otter over $400.
'88 Dodge,,Arias Wgn ....'4987
753-4468
'88 Ford Festiva
'3987
NISSAN 300ZX '86, 46K
'87 Ford Taurus V6
'4987
mi, T-tops, 5 FTD, mint
'87 Chevy Celebrity.. '3987
cond. Dr owned, $10,699
759-4780
'87 Plynt.
'3987
'87 Flynt. Caravelle SE '4987 SHARP Can 1983 Ply'86 Dodge Daytona
'4987 , mouth Turtsrroo black, low
miles, new paint, A/C, auto'86 Isuzu I Mark
'3,987
mabc, runs well $1950
'86 Mustang LX
'4987
Call 759-4550
'86 Cavalier Wgn.
'3487
Lease For Less at
136 Mercury Lynx GS Wgn '4487
DWAIN TAYLOR
'85 Nissan Stanza
'4967
CHEVROLET
'84 Datsun Wgn
'2987
1990 Cavalier 4 Dr.
Loaded $273/2 mo*
'82 AMC Eagle
'2987
Call Gene at 753-2617
'81 Toyota Corolla__ '1967
Plus Tax. Title & License
TRUCKS
36 Mo Closed End Lease
5
'8-4 Chevy
4987
'84 MAC S15
SE
'4987
Used
'84 Dodge Van...
'3987
Trucks
'82 Ford Van
'3987
1966 PICKUP truck Good
'81 Ford 350
'3987
condition $895 Call
'81 Ford Van
'39137 753-3188
'77 Chevy Van._
'2487
1968 CHEVROLET pickup,
V-8 350 automatic power,4
Have You Been Turned
barrel, new paint, good
Down Elsewhere'
condition
$1195
Credft Problems V OK
436-2759
No Credit V OK
1977 CHEVY 4x4
pilb,
Divorce V OK
automatic, good mechaniWe sail dependable,
cal. 1500 hr es $2000
affordab‘e can to pea*
492-8824.
who want to establish or
r•-•stablish their entail_
1977 CHEVY Bonanza:
Low Wookly Paymants
LWB, ps/pb, ac, 350 engine, tool box, good condiOther Locations:
tion $1700 492-8840,
Mayliftid Paducah
See SJMIT4 Bradshaw
or Jim Irby

1113 Sycamore
Murray

759-4999

ttget°'

1965 FORD Escort good
or parts Call 762 4466
anytime

inc.

••••••••••••
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MUST SELL 1989 Ford
Ranger XLT, Excellent
Condition; LWB, Blue &
Silver. 15,xxx miles; 4 cyl.;
Auto , Bedliner, 'Super
Nice Truck 753-1916, Ask
br Greg
TERRIFIC TOYOTA
TRUCK' 1986 Toyota 4
wheel drive blue interior
and exterior, air condi
boner, AM/FM cassette
CAM 753-3114 after 5pm

1987 KINGFISHER bass
boat, 19tt 200hp Mercury
Fully rigged $10,500
901-247-3304 after 5pm

HANDYMAN - Carpentry,
plumbing, electrical, masonry, roofing Large or
small jobs Quality work at
good prices Free estimates
753-1550,
evenings

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration lnstalla
bon and repair Free esti
mates 753-7203

Licensed
Journeyman
Plumber

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal. mowing Free estimates 759-1683

Repair
and
Installation

HOME additions complete
remodeling and repair, concrete work, home inspeo
bons, all work guaranteed
15 years experience L D
Hood Construction
753-7192

759-1855

INBOARD/Outboard repair Service calls
502-436-2502
KITCHEN cabinet remodelrig with formica wood grain
in all colors Free esti
mates Wulff's Recovering
Murray 436-5560

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING For all your carpet 8
upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
BACKHOE Service - ROY references
HILL Junior Thorn operator 30 years experience LICENSED electrician
Septic system drive-ways James Gallimore electric-al
hauling foundations etc service Commercial and
residential Fast courteous
759 4664
service 759-1835
BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing Driveways, por- MASON with 3 years exches new foundations and penence seeks employchimney and repair work ment CaN 435-4161
753 5476
NEED your lawn mowed'?
BUILDERS, homes, addi- Windows and screens
tions, decks, patios, fram- washed') Gutter cleaned"
ing, garages, barns, Call us at 759-4438
fences, also backhoe work PAINTING, quality workTwin Lakes Builders manship Free estimates
759-1039 or 753-0563
References Call Craig,
DUNCAN S Landscaping & 436-5245
Lawn Service - Does your ACE Video camera operalawn need mowing" Or is tor BS degree VHS forlandscaping what you mat RCA equipment, free
need" Call 759-9706 for estimates PVS 759-1901
free estimate
PLUMBING/24 hi
emergency service Fr'ee
INSULATION Blown In By estimates Reasonable
Sears TVA approved rates Same day service
Save on those high heating All work guaranteed
and cooling bills Call Sears 753-4200
75.3-2310 for free estimate
PLUMBING repairman with
Jim's Hauling and County same day service
Call
sanitation service for all 436-5255
your hauling around the
home, yard and shop Free
•
estimates You call we
haul City or county
436-5574

JOES Lawncare Residential & Commercial Mowing
and Trimming 345-2312

DAVID
ROBINSON

QUALITY Construction
Alteration 8 remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services 753 4545
or 753-6763
ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal, yard mowing,
driveway sealing. Call
753-2869 or 436-5895.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811
STEWART'S UpholsteryLarge selection of materiel,
new springs. legs, etc Reasonable rates, free pick-up
and delivery 436-5236
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
Ione of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower cornpebtive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or rule 753-5484
VCR REPAIR. Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35, all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn, 753-0530
WILLIMreak and disk garden also landscape, level
driveway, bushhog Free
estimate 436-5430
WILL do plumbing and light
hauling 435-4169
WILL mow yards county
wide 753-4468
WILL mow yards
Smith 753-8981

Lewis

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom

BOMBER fish and ski BUILDING Contractor 198790hp Yamaha Sharp, Home improvements, pole
blue Call 759-1974 or barns portable buildings •
decks gazebos Customer
753-3108
satisfaction guaranteed
FOR SALE 1984 370 Ran- Free estimates
L E Wilger, 1985 XR2 150 HP liams 489-2663
Mercury motor Johnson
tot control 12/24 trolling FENCE sales at Sears
motor, three batteries, two now Call Sears 753-2310
Management Training JCPenney Co.
depth finders All in excel- for free estimate for your
Salary plus benefits. Advancement first
lent condition $1050000 needs
Call 901-642-6287 after
year on completion of training. Degree
GENERAL Repair plumb6pm
required. Business administration and
ing, roofing, tree work
accounting. Send resume.
436-2642
MUST selll 16ft ski boat
with 115hp outboard
GUTTERING By Sears:
ATTN: Store Manager
power trim, ski pylon, like
Sears residential and comJCPenney Co.
new seat carpet, AM/FM
mercial continuous gutters
1752
W. Reelfoot Ave.
stereo, runs great, drive on
installed for your specsfiata
Union City, Tenn. 38261
trailer, $1700 firm
lions Call Sears 753-2310
436-2882
for free estimate
•.

— Career Opportunity —

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season"
we want you to be informed on bur policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve
YOU. Deadlines are 3P.M. Mon.-Fri. and 10A.M.
on Sat. Yard sales do have to be paid in advance
and are $7.50 per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come 1))
Murrayhi
classified department.
Ledger & Times

••••
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Increase in state withholding
to come sooner than planned

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"There is a time for departure even
when there's no certain place to
'
go
— Tennessee Williams

4 21 A
NORTH
•A J
•A 9 8 6 2
•K J 7
•K 8 3
EAST
4 10 9 7 5 2

vetoed a legislative resolution to
postpone the increases until July 1.
The increase is needed to bring
in taxes imposed when lawmakers
made the tax increase retroactive to
Jan. 1 of this year.
The result of Wilkinson's change
will be that people will pay additional withholding sooner, but the
increase will be smaller than it
would have been under the legislative plan.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An
increase in Kentucky income withholding will take effect two months
sooner than the General Assembly
requested after a change made by
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Wilkinson on Friday effectively

WEST
How would you play today's •K 8 4 3
trump suit at a small slam? Don't •K J 7
make up your mind too quickly; •9 8 6
•10 4 3 2
there might be other things to •10 4 2
+9765
consider.
SOUTH
South wins his diamond queen and
•Q 6
considers the trumps He can elimiQ 10 5 4 3
nate a trump loser under either of
•A Q 5
two conditions. If either defender
•AQJ
has a singleton king, he should lead
Vulnerable Both
low to the ace and then pick up the
Dealer South
remaining trump. Less likely is the The bidding
possibility of a singleton jack with
East
North
West
East In that case, if declarer runs South
Pass
3•
Pass
his queen, he will pick up West's 1•
Pass
4•
Pass
king while obliterating East's jack. 4•
•
All pass
6
Pass
•
5
Which play do you choose'
You should choose neither — yet.
Opening lead Diamond nine
First you should try the spade finesse Lead the spade queen and disBID WITH THE ACES
cover what's happening here. The
4-21 B
finesse wins, and the only problem
South holds
remaining is with trumps. How do
you go now?
•K 8 4 3
If you play a low trump to the
VKJ7
•9 8 6
ace, looking for a singleton king,
4 10 4 2
you lose the slam. Reverse the opponents' trumps, and running the
queen gets the same result. The
Nor'& South
cinch play is to lead low toward 1•
1
dummy and cover West's card. If 2*
that loses, the last trump falls on
the next round. If West discards, the ANSWER: Two diamonds. With
ace wins and a low one back limits enough strength for only one conthe loss to one trick.
structive move, take the preference
If the spade finesse loses, you to opener's first-bid suit.
have to play the trumps for no loser.
Then, and only then. should you Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225 with self-addressed
choose between a singleton king stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1990 United Feature Syndicate
(best) or a singleton jack with East

Cherry urges city
workers, residents
to join cleanup

Chase ends with
arrest of Paducah
man this morning

In observance of Earth Day,
Murray Mayor William N. Cherry,
is requesting the help of city
employees and residents of the
community in eliminating the accumulation of unsightly litter and
debris in the community. Individually, the mayor is asking residents
to pick up litter on city blocks or a
portion of the roadway where you
live. A dumpster will be set up in
the vicinity of the City Hall building to receive litter from residential
clean-ups.
Also, on Saturday April 28, from
2-4 p.m., a dumpster will be set up
in the city park on Payne Street to
collect litter from the park area.
The mayor hopes residents will be
able to give an hour on Saturday
afternoon to help rid the park area
of trash and other debris. "Bring
the children," he said, "this will be
a perfect time to make them aware
of one of our greatest natural
resources — the Earth."

Kentucky State Police
apprehended a Paducah man early
Saturday morning after a 45-mile,
high-speed chase through two
counties.
Police arrested Curtis D. Maxie
at 1:08 a.m. on Elm Dale Street
behind Lourdes Hospital in Paducah. Maxie was stopped for a traffic violation on Hwy. 45 North in
Graves County and sped off as a
police officer approached his 1985
Pontiac.
Maxie, who had two juvenile
passengers with him, was charged
with driving under the influence,
speeding in excess of 105 mph,
attempting to elude a police officer
and wanton endangerment. He is
lodged in the McCracken County
jail.

INSURANCE

Your Individual
Horoscope

Lou V. McGary

Frances Drake

• I have a variety of coverage it all types of Health and Life Insurance.
• I can fit the coverage and price for each individual
• I have A variety of pnces.
"Free help in filing claims for my clients"

Wilson F. Bogard
Funeral services for Wilson F.
Bogard, 77, of 5365 Old Mayfield
Road, Paducah, were today (Saturday) at I p.m. at the Lindsey
Chapel in Paducah.
Bogard, a former resident Of Calloway County, died Thursday at 6
i.m. He was a U.S. Navy veteran
of World War II and a retired
maintenance worker with the
McCracken County School system.

Survivors include two daughters,
Peggy Sawyer and Linda Massey,
both of Paducah; two sisters, Loys
Jones of New Pon Richie, Florida
and Joy Kerr of Dearborn, Mich.;
one brother, Roy Bogard of Murray; seven grandchildren and six
great-grandchildren.
Bogard was preceded in death by
his wife, one grandson, one brother
and two sisters.

Harold Estep
Services for Harold Estep, 72,
Route 1, Stewart, Tenn., were
today at 2 p.m. at Anglin Funeral
Home. The Rev. William Gray
officiated.
Born July 9, 1917, Mr. Estep, a
U.S. Marine veteran and retired
corrections officer, died Thursday
night at Trinity Hospital, Erin,
Tenn.
A member of the Protestant
Church, he was the son of the late
Roy L. Estep and Cordia Alexander

Estep.
Survivors are his wife, Mary
Boley Estep, Stewart, Term.; two
daughters, Darlene Estep, Murray,
and Sue Estep, Launderhill, Fla.;
one son, Harold R. Estep, West
Coxsockia, N. Y.; one sister, Lillian Estep, Catskill, N. Y; one
brother, Roy L Estep, Paris, Tenn.,
and two grandchildren, Sarah Vandyke, Murray and Harold T. Estep,
West Coxsockia, N. Y.
Mr. Estep was cremated.

W. B. Wilson
W. B. Wilson, 83, Route 7, Murray, died today at 6:13 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born July 17, 1906 in Ohio
County, he was a retired farmer
and member of the Murray Mason
Lodge 105.
A member of Westside Baptist

Church, he was preceded in death
by his wife, Corrine Key Wilson.
Services are incomplete at J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Survivors are a sister-in-law,
Vermeil Key, Murray; one niece,
Fram Forsythe, Princeton, Ky., and
one nephew, Nelson Key, Murray.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing ,
8 Insurance Companies

OBITUARIES

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.

FOR MONDAY, APRIL 23, 1990
SCORPIO
ARIES
FOR SUNDAY, APRIL 22, 1990
CIE
23 to Nov.21)
(Oct.
19)
Apr.
to
21
(Mar.
SCORPIO
ARIES
waiting
you
keep
could
now,
Someone
change
to
liable
are
Plans
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
what
You'll put the finishing touches on especially in connection with busi- or distractions interfere with
Your good taste is very much in
is
work
at
Profess
now.
doing
needs
the
for
day
good
a
not
It's
ness.
evidence today and you may have a a creative project. Partnership harEnjoy quality time
erratic.
be
to
liable
Priideas.
unusual
of
p&sentation
plans
Make
accented.
happily
is
mony
a
wish to go to a movie or to begin
with a close tie tonight
vacy brings serenity tonight.
creative project. Morning is your best to do something special together.
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
prounfinished
time for tackling an
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
ject.
An entertainment may be more
busybody
someone's
resent
You'll
stock
and
now
bargains
for
Look
TAURUS
than anticipated. A family
costly
time
want
you'll
Though
today.
ways
up on necessities. It's a good time to
(Apr.20 to May 20)
wants to be included in your
member
keep
may
interruptions
yourself,
for
be
will
you
of
Some
others.
entertain
charming
and
You're persuasive
Tonight, however,favors
plans.
social
of
affairs
the
,with
involved.
you
today. An old friend who lives afar busy with gardening and other home
activities.
home-based
the
of
part
best
the
is
Tonight
others.
projects.
improvement
is
Popularity
you.
with
gets in touch
CAPRICORN
you.
for
day
on the rise and you'll have your CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
GEMINI
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
choice of places to go.
Try not to be abrupt with a close tie
20)
June
to
21
(May
and
today
You're in a serious mood
GEMINI
There could be some minor disap- now. Your mood for independence
your powers of concentration are
(May 21 to June 20)
today may not sit well with i loved
Someone in a position to help you excellent. Study and creative inter- pointrnents in connection with social,
one. Make a point of giving others
does exactly that! You may be ests are favored. Save time, though, lizing today. It's certainly not a good
consideration.
extra
Quiet
money.
people
lend
to
time
entertainment.
tackling some left-over work from for an outside
AQUARIUS
times are best for tonight.
the office today. Study and creative AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
interests are favored now.
Finding the right words to 'get
Pik
You may find something you like at (June 21 to July 22)
CANCER
what you mean may be
across
could
developments
minute
Last
a
It's
market.
flea
a
or
sale
garage
a
41E
)
(June 21 to July 22)
Take time to compose
today.
difficult
The
today.
plans
Partners work well together as a good day to shop for clothes and to disrupt business
News may come from
thoughts.
your
be
you'll
yet
rapidly,
changes
picture
home.
at
projects
decorative
begin
team today. You'll both be shouldertonight.
relative
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Deluxe Models
619911

1 1/2 CAR (12X20)

'2425

2 CAR (18X20)

'2675

2 CAR (18X20)

93095

LARGE 2 CAR (22X22)

'2950

LARGE 2 CAR (22X22)

$3390

2 1/2 CAR (2024)

'1290

2 1/2 CAR (24X24)

93675

LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24X30) $4375 •

(Plus Off Level Lot) & Freight

YOUR SA77SFACTION IS OUR GOAL

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.

it

BANK FINANCING

AVAILABLE
• /

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

Pepper, Tomato, Cabbage, Onion, Broccoli

Keith's Lawn a Tractor Center
"Limp In — Leap Our
Easy Parking
80 East Main

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

759-9831

Dw ai n Ta)lor Cho rolet-GEO. Inc.
Introducing

. Vinyl Siding

1 1/2 CAR (12X20)

LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (2030) '3875

Tian/ague

753-2571 or 753-4110
Chestnut St.
Hrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7:30-5:00 Sat.

MAW fallen 2 II
0C
J 1 T laysrool die";

r

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area, And Written Warranty.
19 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING

SNAPPER
HARDWARE STORES

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab. All Quality Materials, No Seconds.
I sa-acparg 2,6
1
K

Jayson
Roberts!
He is a graduate of Marshall
County High School and attended Murray State University. His family has
been in the automobile business for 50 years. His
hobbies include motorcycle racing and camping.
614 South

753-2617

